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ABSTRACT
Recently there has been a greater need to analyze, summarize, and categorize
the increasing amount of audio content in the world. Most of this content
comes from polyphonic music as mixtures of audio sources. Recently there
has been much interest in the analysis of polyphonic music. Analysis results
can be in the form of source tracking, where instrument pitch tracks and their
weights are estimated from a sound mixture throughout time, or they would
be in the form of source separation where individual sources are extracted
from the mixture. Both problems are addressed in this dissertation. The
main problem in the analysis of audio mixtures results from multiple source
harmonic frequencies frequently overlapping with each other.
Although audio sources are non-stationary, their spectra have a consid-
erable amount of structure that can differentiate them from other sources.
Recently non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and probabilistic latent
component analysis (PLCA) have been used by many researchers for the
analysis of polyphonic audio. They provide good representations of audio
mixtures as sums of individual sources.
To solve the multiple instrument tracking problem, a hierarchical proba-
bilistic model is proposed as an extension of probabilistic latent component
analysis to include parameter estimation of basis spectra and their relative
weights for each instrument and their pitches. A pitch-informed NMF based
method is proposed to resolve overlapping harmonics in source separation
problems. Both methods were trained in advance on example spectra from
similar instruments. Both methods were tested on standard datasets, and
they were found to outperform several prior unsupervised state-of-the-art
methods addressing similar problems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Digital audio is one of the most rapidly expanding types of content in the
world today. Most of this content comes from musical recordings in the form
of mixtures of audio sources. As the amount of audio content increases, a
greater need to analyze, summarize, and categorize this content emerges.
Although humans are good at these tasks because of their natural ability to
perceive pitch and distinguish different sources in audio mixtures, the vast
amount of available content makes it intractable for them to accomplish many
of these tasks in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, these tasks need to
be automated. However, this remains a challenging problem for computers
and programmers.
Depending on the application, these kinds of problems can be addressed in
terms of source separation or in terms of pitch or instrument tracking, which,
in turn, can be formulated as the estimation of pitch (F0) tracks and con-
stituent instruments’ time-varying weights in a mixture. Both problems are
addressed in this dissertation. The information that can be extracted from
audio mixtures by solving these problems can be used for various music infor-
mation retrieval (MIR) applications such as music search and organization,
music transcription, harmonic analysis, chord estimation, audio music sim-
ilarity, and cover song identification. Interactive music applications, where
the user can remix sources, can be built. Karaoke tracks can be generated
automatically by suppressing vocals in an input audio mixture. Automatic
music transcription can be useful for musicians and musicologists. Audio
manipulations can be performed on mixtures. For example, the pitch of a
vocal or of any instrument can be altered within a mixture. Long recordings
can be searched for particular instruments or other audio sources.
One of the main challenges in analyzing music audio mixtures is that music
is usually written with rules that tend to increase overlaps between sources in
both the time and frequency domains. Therefore, most of the time-frequency
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points in the analysis of a mixture will have contributions from multiple
sources.
1.1 Problem Description and Contributions
Two problems are addressed in this dissertation. The first one is a multiple-
pitch/instrument tracking problem: Given a single channel recording with
multiple sources, the goal is to track each source’s fundamental frequency
(F0) in a mixture and assign it to a particular source, based on a knowledge of
spectra similar to the source. The second one is a source separation problem:
Given a single-channel recording of an audio mixture, the goal is to segregate
individual sources into separate tracks using F0-vs.-time data and knowledge
of spectra representative of each source. These two problems are related to
each other such that if the second problem (source separation) can be solved,
a monaural pitch extraction technique can be used to solve the first problem
(pitch/instrument tracking). If the first problem can be solved, the extracted
pitches can be used to guide the source separation.
A hierarchical probabilistic model that mimics the production of music is
proposed to address the multiple-pitch/instrument tracking problem. The
model is an extension of probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA).
The tracking method is supervised, meaning that the model is trained on
instrument spectra in advance.
An F0-informed library-based method that resolves source overlapped har-
monics (harmonics of different sources that have equal or very close frequen-
cies) is proposed to address the separation problem.
Both methods are evaluated extensively on standard datasets, showing
good results, especially when trained on similar spectral data.
1.2 Dissertation Organization
In Chapter 2, audio signal representations are discussed. Methods used in-
clude the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), overlap-add inverse-FFT
synthesis, and sinusoidal analysis to resolve spectral peaks.
In Chapter 3, the signal-decomposition methods non-negative matrix fac-
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torization (NMF) and probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) are
described. How these methods can be used for analysis of audio mixtures is
discussed. Then, the proposed decomposition method is introduced, and its
update equations are derived.
In Chapter 4, spectral libraries that are used in the remainder of the dis-
sertation are described.
In Chapter 5, the multiple-instrument pitch-tracking problem is discussed,
and relevant work on related areas are reviewed. Then, solving the pitch
tracking problem by use of the proposed decomposition method is discussed.
The method is then tested extensively on two standard datasets with various
combinations of parameters and test and training sets. Results are evaluated
and compared with similar state-of-the-art methods.
In Chapter 6, the source separation problem is discussed. Relevant work is
reviewed. Source separation using the proposed decomposition method and
also an F0-informed library-based method is discussed. Then both methods
are tested extensively on standard datasets with various combinations of
parameters and test and training sets. Results are evaluated and compared
with a similar state-of-the-art method.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the dissertation and proposes future
work.
The main contributions in this dissertations are the theory of extension
of PLCA to multiple levels developed in Section 3.4, the method and the
experiments for multiple-instrument pitch-tracking in Chapter 5, and the
methods and experiments for audio source separation in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
SIGNAL REPRESENTATIONS
2.1 Short-Time Fourier Transform
Musical source signals have time-varying spectra (i.e., they are non-stationary)
with parameters (amplitudes, frequencies, and phases) that change over time.
However, over short periods of time, they can be assumed to be quasi-
stationary, so that the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), with a proper
analysis window, is appropriate for the first analysis stage. As described
in [1], the weighted overlap-add method makes it possible to resynthesize a
modified version of the analyzed signal.
2.1.1 STFT analysis
The STFT of a quasi-stationary signal can be written as
STFT{s[n]} = S[k,m] =
mH+N−1∑
n=mH
s[n]w[n−mH]e−jωkn, (2.1)
where s[n] is the discrete time signal and m = 0, . . . ,M−1 is the time-frame
index. Frequency is sampled linearly at ωk = 2pik/N , where k is the bin-
frequency index, N is the window analysis length, and H is the hopsize. w[n]
is an analysis window function where
w[n] =
{
w[n] > 0, n = 0, . . . , N − 1
w[n] = 0, otherwise.
(2.2)
Then, substituting l = n−mH, we can rewrite Equation 2.1 as
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S[k,m] =
N−1∑
l=0
s[l +mH]w[l] e−j(2pik/N)(l+mH)
= e−j(2pik/N)mH
N−1∑
l=0
s[l +mH]w[l] e−j2pikl/N
= e−j2pikmH/N · Fm[k],
(2.3)
where we identify
sm[l] = s[l +mH]w[l], (2.4)
so that
Fm[k] =
N−1∑
l=0
sm[l] e
−j2pikl/N , (2.5)
is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the windowed mth frame of s[n],
namely sm[n], and
sm[n] =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
Fm[k] e
j2pikn/N , (2.6)
is the inverse DFT (i.e. DFT−1) that allows recovery of the signal from its
transform. Note that the sm[n] are “chunks” of the signal s[n], separated in
time by mH, where the sample index n goes strictly from n = 0 to n = N−1,
instead of from n = 0 to the end of the signal.
Thus, the STFT Fm[k] can be calculated using the DFT of consecutive
windowed frames. The STFT is also known as the time-varying spectrum,
where m denotes time in H/fs second increments and k denotes frequency
in fs/N Hz increments, fs being the sampling rate.
2.1.2 STFT synthesis
Using a method called overlap-add, the time-variant DFT spectrum can be
used to resynthesize the time-domain signal. Equation 2.6 shows how it can
be done for one unaltered window of the signal. However, the goal of source
separation is to synthesize only the individual source signals. To accomplish
this task, some modifications must be first performed on the spectrum. Let
F˜m[k] denote the modified DFT. We can then calculate the modified time-
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domain signal s˜[n] by a weighted overlap-add synthesis method [1] using a
synthesis window w˜[n] :
s˜[n] =
M−1∑
m=0
w˜[n−mH] s˜m[n], (2.7)
where s˜m[n] is the inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT
−1) of F˜m[k], a
modified spectrum for frame m. By analogy with Equation 2.3, we can write
s˜m[n] =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
F˜m[k] e
j2pikn/N . (2.8)
Note that s˜m[n] includes multiplication by the window function w[n]. There-
fore, a special synthesis window function w˜[n] must be designed to cancel
out this window function in order to achieve linear cross-fade interpolation
between consecutive adjacent frames of s˜m[n]. This is useful when synthesiz-
ing modified spectra. If s˜[n] has not been modified, it should be identical to
s[n]. In this case, for perfect reconstruction the summation of the overlapped
windowed frames should be equal to s[n]:
s[n] =
M−1∑
m=0
w˜[n−mH]w[n−mH]s[n], (2.9)
where w[n−mH]s[n] comes from the inverse transform of Fm[k]. Then, since
s[n] can be factored out in front of the summation in Equation 2.9,
s[n] = s[n]
M−1∑
m=0
w˜[n−mH]w[n−mH], (2.10)
it is clear that a necessary and sufficient condition for perfect reconstruction
in the absence of modification is
M−1∑
m=0
w˜[n−mH]w[n−mH] = 1. (2.11)
In this work, the analysis window w[n] is chosen to be a Hamming window
given by
w[n] = 0.54− 0.46 cos(2pi n
N
) ; 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, (2.12)
where N = 1024 corresponds to 46.4 ms at a sample rate fs = 22050 Hz.
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The analysis and synthesis hop sizes are both H = N/4 = 256. Hamming is
widely used in audio analysis. It has some advantages. It reduces the side
lobes by 42 dB. It does not go to zero at the end points.
The synthesis window w˜[n] is chosen to be a triangular window of length
N divided by the analysis window:
w˜[n] =
{
2H
N
∆[n]
w[n]
; 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
0 ; otherwise,
(2.13)
where ∆[n] is the triangular window:
∆[n] =

2n+1
N
; 0 ≤ n ≤ N/2− 1
2(N−n)−1
N
; N/2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
0 ; otherwise .
(2.14)
The synthesis window has the property of tending toward zero at the frame
boundaries, thus minimizing discontinuities and smoothly interpolating the
overlapped signal segments. Interpolation is an especially useful operation
when modifications on the spectra need to be performed.
Figure 2.1 shows plots of the analysis and synthesis window functions and
their product. Obviously the product function satisfies the condition of Equa-
tion 2.11 because the positive and negative slopes of the overlapping triangle
functions cancel each other out.
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Figure 2.1: Analysis w[n] and synthesis w˜[n] windows, for N = 1024 and
H = N/4, and their product w[n] · w˜[n].
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2.2 Sinusoidal Modeling of Harmonic Sources
The sinusoidal model is frequently used for speech and music signal processing
applications [2, 3, 4, 5]. Any sound source signal that has distinct modes of
vibration can be modeled as a sum of sinusoids. This dissertation considers
mixtures of sounds that have negligible stochastic components and thus can
be treated deterministically. Therefore, an input mixture can be modeled (in
the continuous time domain) as a sum of sources:
s(t) =
I∑
i=1
xi(t), (2.15)
where xi(t) is the i
th source and s(t) is the mixture signal. Assuming sinusoids
are slowly time-varying within an analysis frame m, each source, in turn, can
be modeled as a sum of harmonically related sinusoids:
x
(m)
i (t) =
Hi∑
hi=1
ahii,m(t) cos(φ
hi
i,m(t)), (2.16)
where ahii,m(t) and φ
hi
i,m(t) are the amplitude and phase of the hi
th harmonic
at frame m. The phase φhii,m is given by
φhii,m(t) = 2pi
∫ t
t0
fhii,m(τ)dτ + φ
hi
i,m(t0), (2.17)
where
fhii,m(t) =
1
2pi
d
dt
φhii,m(t), (2.18)
is the instantaneous frequency of the hi
th harmonic at frame m. Because
for the analysis step sinusoids are assumed to be slowly time-varying, the
time variable for amplitudes and frequencies can be dropped during each
frame. For resynthesis, the amplitudes and frequencies are linearly inter-
polated between frames. Also, for this dissertation it is assumed that each
source has a time-varying fundamental frequency, so that each source has
harmonic frequencies given by
fhii,m(t) = hif0i,m . (2.19)
The method described by Equation 2.16 is called sinusoidal additive syn-
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thesis or the oscillator method.
2.2.1 Sinusoidal analysis
As described in Section 2.1.1, for each time frame the STFT is used to com-
pute the time-varying spectrum of the input signal. For sinusoidal analysis,
the next step is to identify the spectral peaks in each time frame. The goal
is to estimate all prominent spectral peaks that are associated with the har-
monics of each source while minimizing the spurious peaks produced due to
noise or artifacts. After all spectral peaks are identified, their frequencies,
amplitudes, and phases can be refined using quadratic interpolation [3] or a
DFT-derivative method described by [6].
2.2.1.1 Spectral peak picking
Spectral peaks can be searched on each frame of the magnitude of the STFT.
A spectral threshold is then used to reduce the number of peak candidates,
and this is followed by an identification of local maxima. This information
can be used as the first stage of an automatic multiple F0 detector. However,
if f0-vs.-time information for sound sources is available, the thresholding
stage is ignored and peaks are searched only around the vicinity of integer
multiples of the sources’ f0.
First, let us assume f0-vs.-time information is not available. A frequency-
dependent threshold T [k] is defined as
T [k] = γ(|S[k]|dB ∗ w[k])c, (2.20)
where |S[k]| is the magnitude of an STFT frame of length N (typically 1024)
in decibels. For example, |S[k]|dB = 20log10(|S[k]|). w[k] is a Hamming win-
dow of length N/64 + 1, γ is a frequency-independent threshold height, ∗ is
the convolution operation, and c is a compression exponent (0.5 ≤ c ≤ 1.0).
T [k] thus becomes a smoothed and rescaled version of |S[k]|. Smaller c values
result in flatter threshold envelopes. The reason for a frequency-dependent
threshold is that most instruments’ harmonics tend to be attenuated with in-
creasing frequency. A constant threshold would either cut off high-frequency
harmonics which are perceptually important or would result in too many de-
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tected peaks in the lower frequencies. An amplitude spectrum for an STFT
frame and its frequency-dependent threshold can be seen in Figure 2.2. Every
STFT bin above the threshold is checked for local maxima.
Figure 2.2: A typical STFT frame |S[k]| and its frequency-dependent
threshold T [k] for c = 0.8 and γ = 0.25.
However, if f0-vs.-time information is available via separate multiple-source
f0 estimation or audio-to-midi alignment, peak determination can be based
on that f0 data. Every peak whose frequency (up to the Nyquist rate) that
is close to an integer multiple (harmonic) of a source’s f0 is selected.
Peaks are searched around each source’s harmonic frequency such that
δ−1hif0i,m ≤ f ≤ δhif0i,m ;hi ≤ floor(1/(2(δ − 1)))
(hi − 1/2)f0i,m ≤ f < (hi + 1/2)f0i,m ;h > floor(1/(2(δ − 1))),
(2.21)
where for source i, hi is the harmonic number, f0i,m is the fundamental fre-
quency at frame m, and δ is chosen to be the half-semitone frequency factor
δ = 21/24 ≈ 1.02930, (2.22)
in which case, according to the first part of Equation 2.21, the harmonic num-
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ber limit becomes 17. This means that up to and including the 17th harmonic,
a semitone range is searched around the predicted harmonic frequency. How-
ever, regardless of the value of f0, after the 17
th harmonic the half-semitone
range will become larger than f0, which is not acceptable. Then, according
to the second part of Equation 2.21, the search is restricted to a ±0.5 f0
range around the theoretical harmonic frequency. Since the search is done
on DFT bins, it is expedient to convert the frequencies to bin numbers using
k = round(Nf/fs), where N is the frame length and fs is the sample rate.
A bin is identified as corresponding to a harmonic peak if
|S[k]| > w[|k − j|] |S[j]| ;∀j ∈ {k − l, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . , k + l},
(2.23)
where w[|k−j|] are weights in the range of 0 to 1. In this dissertation, we take
l = 3, and the weights are chosen heuristically to be w[k] = [1, 1, 0.5] . This
means a bin is detected as a peak if its magnitude is greater than the two
adjacent bins on both sides and also greater than 0.5 times the neighboring
bins three steps away on both sides.
This process is performed for every harmonic up to the Nyquist rate for
every sound source. At this stage, harmonic locations have been identified
for each instrument in the DFT. However, because the DFT samples the
spectrum linearly, the amplitudes and frequencies are quantized and hence
are imprecise. The next step is to refine these parameters.
2.2.1.2 Peak frequency and amplitude refinement
DFT resolution is too coarse. For example, for a sampling rate of 22050 and
a window size of 1024 samples, the DFT resolution is 21.53 Hz. The just-
noticeable difference (JND) for the ear is ≈ 0.5% [7]. Therefore, the peak
frequencies need to be refined. For frequency refinement of a spectral peak,
three methods are available: (1) the parabolic interpolation method [3, 8, 9],
(2) the frequency reassignment method [10, 11], and (3) the time-derivative
method [6].
2.2.1.2.1 Parabolic interpolation method The parabolic interpola-
tion method uses a quadratic function to fit a parabola to each spectral peak
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identified in the DFT and the peaks in its previous and next bins.
d =
1
2
|S[ki − 1]|dB − |S[ki + 1]|dB
|S[ki − 1]|dB − 2|S[ki]|dB + |S[ki]|dB , (2.24)
where ki is the index of the DFT bin of the peak. The refined frequency is
then given by
fi = (ki + d)
fs
N
, (2.25)
and the refined amplitude is given by
ai = |S[ki]|dB − d
4
(|S[ki − 1]|dB − |S[ki + 1]|dB). (2.26)
2.2.1.2.2 Frequency reassignment method The regular DFT com-
putes the amplitude for each bin that is separated linearly in frequency by
fs/N Hz steps, and assigns it to the frequency of the bin. On the other
hand, the frequency reassignment method reassigns the peak amplitude to
the center-of-gravity frequency of a group of bins.
This method uses the derivative of the analysis window to readjust the
frequency such that the reassigned frequency fi for the peak at DFT bin ki
is given by
fi = ki
fs
N
− Im
(
Sw′ [ki]
Sw[ki]
)
fs
2pi
, (2.27)
where Sw′ [ki] is the DFT of the signal windowed using the first derivative of
the analysis window w[n], and Sw[ki] is the regular DFT of the signal using
the analysis window.
2.2.1.2.3 Time-derivative method The time-derivative method uses a
first-order derivative approximation to estimate the refined frequency. The
first-order derivative is approximated as
y
′
[n] = fs(y[n]− y[n− 1]). (2.28)
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Then, the refined frequency fi for the peak at bin ki is given by
f˜i =
1
2pi
· |Y
′
m[ki]| ·G[ki]
|Ym[ki]| , (2.29)
where |Y ′| is the magnitude DFT of y′ , |Y | is the magnitude DFT of y, and
G is a filter to compensate for the high-pass effect of the first-order difference
equation in order to approximate the true derivative, which is given by
G[ki] =
2pi(fs/N)ki
2 sin(2pi(fs/N)ki/2)
. (2.30)
2.2.1.2.4 Peak amplitude refinement and phase calculation Once
the frequency of a peak is refined by one of the methods described in the
previous sections, its amplitude can be refined by projecting the signal onto
a complex sinusoid taken at the refined frequency using the dot product
Fm[k˜
hi
i ] =
N−1∑
l=0
sm[l]w[l] e
−j2pik˜hii l/N , (2.31)
where the sm[l] are samples in the m
th frame of the signal, w[l] is the analysis
window function, and k˜hii is the refined frequency bin value
k˜hii = f˜
hi
i N/fs. (2.32)
Note that k˜hii is not restricted to an integer as in a DFT calculation. Be-
cause the refined frequency has no particular relationship to sample rate,
the refined bin value is almost always a non-integer. This operation is the
same as calculating the DFT for a specific frequency (non-integer) bin, which
corresponds to the exact frequency of the underlying sinusoid.
The refined sinusoid amplitude is then calculated by taking the magnitude
of the complex spectral peak amplitude
a˜hii = |Fm[k˜hii ]|. (2.33)
If desired, phase can also be refined using
φ˜hii = ∠Fm[k˜hii ] = atan2(Im{Fm[k˜hii ]},Re{Fm[k˜hii ]}). (2.34)
This refined phase may be useful for synthesis.
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Figure 2.3 compares the analysis of single sinusoid at 440 Hz using the
parabolic, frequency reassignment, and derivative methods. The signal was
analyzed at fs = 22050 and N = 1024. Note that the DFT bin frequencies
around 440 Hz are at 430.6641 Hz and 452.1973 Hz. All methods produced
frequency estimates very close (within 0.04%) of the true peak’s frequency.
An overview of different frequency refinement methods can be found in [9].
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Figure 2.3: Analysis of a sinusoid at 440 Hz using the parabolic, derivative,
and frequency reassignment methods.
In summary, at this stage methods for estimating the frequencies and am-
plitudes of the “harmonic” partials of individual sources have been described.
Note that some of the sinusoids may be assigned to more than a single
source. Considering that the peak-picking algorithm searches for the biggest
peak around each hif0i, but that there may be more than one instrument
contributing to the energy around that peak, the amount of amplitude to
assign to each source can be difficult to determine. This turns out to be the
most difficult problem in multi-source pitch detection and separation.
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2.2.2 Sinusoidal oscillator synthesis
Each source can be synthesized by sinusoidal oscillators controlled by the
amplitudes and frequencies of its harmonics. Unlike STFT synthesis, the
overlap-add inverse-FFT is not used. On the other hand, because the am-
plitude and frequency parameters are only estimated on a frame-by-frame
basis, they need to be interpolated from one sample to the next by linearly
crossfading between frame boundaries:
a˜hii,m[n] =
H(m+ 1)− n
H
a˜hii,m +
n−Hm
H
a˜hii,m+1, 0 ≤ n < H, (2.35)
f˜hii,m[n] =
H(m+ 1)− n
H
f˜hii,m +
n−Hm
H
f˜hii,m+1, 0 ≤ n < H, (2.36)
where n is the sample index, m is the frame index, and H is the hopsize.
Each harmonic is synthesized using oscillators controlled by the interpolated
amplitude and frequency values:
φ˜hii [n] = mod (φ˜
hi
i [n− 1] + (2pi/fs)f˜hii,m, 2pi), (2.37)
y˜[n] = a˜hii,m[n] cos(φ˜
hi
i [n]). (2.38)
While it can be shown that this will result in inaccurate phase values [12],
this method actually works very well because the human ear is relatively
insensitive to absolute phase.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS FOR SIGNAL
DECOMPOSITION
Several methods for signal decomposition that have proved to be useful for
multiple-pitch detection and audio source separation are presented in this
chapter. These methods include learning characteristics of input signals
based purely on their input data content. Even though no special model-
ing of spectral content is required, these methods, as shown in Chapters 4
and 5, work well for analysis of complex polyphonic sounds.
The main idea behind using a signal decomposition method for polyphonic
music analysis is that these types of methods enable separation of complex
audio into components that can be computed in advance from similar indi-
vidual audio sources. These components are then basis spectra which are
combined to reconstruct the individual audio sources. (Learning sources in
advance can be considered to be analogous to auditory template retrieval in
human auditory perception.)
Some signal decomposition methods that have been previously investi-
gated are: (1) independent component analysis (ICA), (2) sparse coding,
(3) non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), and recently (4) probabilistic
latent component analysis (PLCA). This chapter focuses on the NMF and
PLCA methods, as they have proven to be most successful when applied to
monaural audio applications [13]. Also, the proposed methods for multiple-
pitch detection and source separation discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this
dissertation are extensions of PLCA.
3.1 Additive Signal Model
Let us assume that the input mixture signal’s frequency-domain representa-
tion for a single frame is given by vector Sm (based on sm[n]) where m is the
frame number m = 1, . . . ,M and M is the number of frames. As explained
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in Chapter 2, Sm can be a frame either from an STFT magnitude spectrum
or from sinusoidal analysis. Then, we can estimate the mixture Sm as a
weighted sum of basis vectors and weights using the equation
S˜m =
R∑
r=1
wr,mBr, m = 1, . . . ,M, (3.1)
where Br is the r
th basis vector, wr,m is the weight of the r
th basis vector
at frame m, and R is the number of basis vectors. Note that the tilde in
Equation 3.1 is used to indicate that S˜m is an estimate of Sm. Also note
that the basis vectors (exemplar spectra) have been taken from a library of
vectors that correspond to the sources known to be in the input signal.
Each source Xi is modeled by taking a subset of the terms on the right
side of Equation 3.1 that belong to that particular source:
X˜i,m =
R∑
r∈Bi
wr,mBr, (3.2)
where X˜i,m is the spectrum of the i
th source modeled in the mixture S˜m at
frame m, and Bi is the disjoint set of all basis vectors that belong to the i
th
source.
In matrix notation, Equation 3.1 can be written as:
S˜ = BW, (3.3)
where S˜ is composed of the frame-ordered spectra (i.e., the spectrogram)
from the input mixture such that S˜ = [˜s1, s˜2 . . . s˜M ]. B is the set of all basis
vectors B = [b1,b2 . . .bR]. W is the weight matrix where its r,m element
wr,m is the weight of the r
th basis vector br at frame m. Equation 3.3 can
be expanded to reveal the matrix elements in Equation 3.4:
s1,1 s1,2 . . . s1,m . . . s1,M
s2,1 s2,2 . . . s2,m . . . s2,M
...
... . . .
... . . .
...
sK,1 sK,2 . . . sK,m . . . sK,M
 ≈ (3.4)
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
b1,1 b1,2 . . . b1,r . . . b1,R
b2,1 b2,2 . . . b2,r . . . b2,R
...
... . . .
... . . .
...
bK,1 bK,2 . . . bK,r . . . bK,R
×

w1,1 w1,2 . . . w1,m . . . w1,M
w2,1 w2,2 . . . w2,m . . . w2,M
...
... . . .
... . . .
...
wr,1 wr,2 . . . wr,m . . . wr,M
...
... . . .
... . . .
...
wR,1 wR,2 . . . wR,m . . . wR,M

where k is the frequency index and K is the total number of frequencies in
the spectral representation.
Figure 3.1 shows a spectrogram indicating the magnitude of the STFT of
a clarinet playing note C4 at three different dynamic levels. This corresponds
to the S matrix in the presented model.
Figure 3.1: An example S matrix corresponding to the magnitude of the
STFT of a clarinet playing pitch C4 at three different dynamic levels.
Figure 3.2 shows a spectrogram indicating five (out of 30) of the esti-
mated spectrum basis vectors and their time-varying weights for the clarinet
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spectrogram shown in Figure 3.1. The basis vectors and their weights were
estimated using the NMF algorithm described in Section 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.2: Five representative spectrum basis vectors (out of 30) in the left
column and their corresponding time-varying weights in the right column
for the clarinet playing C4 in Figure 3.1. Each basis vector corresponds to a
column in the B matrix. Each time-varying weight vector corresponds to a
row in the W matrix.
Figure 3.3 shows the magnitude of the STFT for an oboe playing note A4
at three different dynamic levels. This corresponds to the S matrix in the
presented model.
Figure 3.4 shows five of the estimated spectrum basis vectors (out of 30)
and their time-varying weights for the oboe spectrogram shown in Figure 3.3.
The basis vectors and their weights were estimated using the NMF algorithm
described in Section 3.2.
To produce Figures 3.2 and 3.4, the NMF method was applied to the mag-
nitude STFTs of the clarinet and oboe signals, using the basis spectra to
compute the time-varying weights. However, the NMF method can also be
used on different signal representations such as the sinusoidal model. The
STFT method is flexible for representing non-harmonic sounds such as per-
cussion, whereas sinusoidal analysis eliminates noise components that fall
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below a predetermined threshold, a possible advantage when sources are
synthesized.
Figure 3.3: An example S matrix. The magnitude of the STFT of an oboe
playing at pitch A4 at three different dynamic levels.
Note that with the NMF matrix solution, magnitudes of weighted basis
spectra are added to approximate the magnitude of the input spectrum. Ide-
ally the complex-valued DFTs of two or more time-domain signals, e.g., S1[k]
and S2[k] would be summed, taking into account their real and imaginary
parts. That is,
S[k] = S1[k] + S2[k] = Re {S1[k] + S2[k]}+ j Im {S1[k] + S2[k]}. (3.5)
However, predicting the best phases to use in summation is very difficult.
Fortunately, adding the magnitudes of the spectra, using real-valued weights
that are determined by NMF, produces good results in terms of sound qual-
ity for most of the source separation problems, although it lacks rigorous
theoretically support [13]. Still, not having correct phase values may have
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a subtle effect on quality and definitely does compromise the evaluation of
the error between separated and original time-domain source signals. (This
topic is revisited in Chapter 6.)
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Figure 3.4: Five representative spectrum basis vectors in the left column
and their corresponding time-varying weights in the right column for the
oboe playing A4 in Figure 3.3. Each basis vector corresponds to a column
in the B matrix. Each time-varying weight vector corresponds to a row of
the W matrix.
Using a decomposition method, exemplar spectrum basis vectors can be
taken from individual sound source spectral libraries. (Time-varying weights
are not needed for this case.) When analyzing an input polyphonic audio mix-
ture, the signal can be decomposed by estimating the time-varying weights
to be assigned to each source.
In the following sections, an overview of the NMF and PLCA methods,
which can be applied to generalized data, is given. In Section 3.4, an extended
version of PLCA is proposed for decomposition of musical signals that makes
use of hierarchical structures inherent in music. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss in
detail how the proposed decomposition techniques can be used for multiple
F0 estimation and source-separation problems. In addition, relevant work in
both domains, including evaluations of particular examples, is demonstrated.
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3.2 Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has been shown to be a useful
decomposition method for estimating a representation of input data using
non-negative basis vectors [14]. While principal component analysis (PCA)
requires cancellations to fit data, NMF is restricted to using non-negative
weights for the basis vectors. This is appropriate for processing STFT mag-
nitude spectra or sinusoidal peak amplitude/frequency data, which are in-
herently non-negative.
The general signal model for NMF is
S ≈ BW, (3.6)
where all elements of S, B, and W are non-negative. This can also be written
as
Sm ≈
∑
r
wrbr, (3.7)
where each column Sm of matrix S consists of dot products of the br basis
vectors and their associated non-negative weights wr.
3.2.1 Algorithms for NMF
Lee and Seung [14] proposed two algorithms for NMF that are widely used in
machine learning tasks. They proposed two measures to quantify the quality
of the approximation S ≈ BW . The first one is the square of the Euclidean
distance:
||S −BW ||2 =
∑
k,m
([S]k,m − [BW ]k,m)2 . (3.8)
The second measure is the divergence
D(S||BW ) =
∑
k,m
(
[S]k,m ln
(
[S]k,m
[BW ]k,m
)
− [S]k,m + [BW ]k,m
)
. (3.9)
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The divergence becomes the Kullback-Leibler divergence when
∑
k,m Sk,m =∑
k,m(BW )k,m = 1. Both measures are lower-bounded by zero and vanish
when S = BW . Minimizing the Euclidean distance Equation 3.8 results in
a maximum likelihood estimator for S and BW in the presence of Gaussian
noise. Minimizing the the divergence Equation 3.9 results in a maximum
likelihood estimator when each observation [S]k,m is generated by a Poisson
process with mean [BW ]k,m. Lee and Seung arrived at update rules that
minimize these distances.
The update rules to minimize the Euclidean distance Equation 3.8 are
given by
Wr,m ← Wr,m
(
W TS
)
r,m
/
(
W TBW
)
r,m
, (3.10)
Bk,r ← W
(
SHT
)
k,r
/
(
BWHT
)
k,r
. (3.11)
The update rules to minimize the divergence Equation 3.9 are given by
Wr,m ← Wr,m
∑
iBk,rSk,m/ (BW )k,m∑
i′ Bi′,r
, (3.12)
Bk,r ← Bk,r
∑
jWr,mSk,m/ (BW )k,m∑
j′Wr,i′
, (3.13)
where r = 1, . . . , R is the number of basis vectors.
The proofs that the Euclidean distance ||S − BW || is non-increasing un-
der the update rules in Equations 3.10 and 3.11 and that the divergence
D(S||BW ) is non-increasing under the update rules in Equations 3.12 and
3.13 are given in [14].
The NMF algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Initialize each element of B and W with random values.
2. Update W using Equation 3.11 or 3.13, depending on the cost function
chosen.
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3. Update H using Equation 3.10 or 3.12, depending on the cost function
chosen.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence is achieved.
Although the NMF algorithm’s only assumption is element-wise non-negativity,
it has worked surprisingly well for sound analysis and source separation. For
musical signals, NMF has been used by Smaragdis and Brown [15], Virtanen
[13], Wang and Plumbley [16], and Fe´votte et al. [17].
For audio analysis, the S matrix represents the spectrogram of a signal.
Each column of the B matrix represents the spectral basis vectors. The
corresponding rows from the W matrix represents their time-varying weights.
If this analysis is performed for a single sound source, the resulting B matrix
becomes a spectral dictionary (a collection of basis vectors) for a certain pitch
for that particular sound source.
3.3 Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis
Probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA), developed by Smaragdis et
al. [18], is an extension of probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI) [19].
PLCA decomposes a multidimensional distribution on a mixture of latent
components. Smaragdis and Raj [20] showed that in the two-dimensional case
PLCA is numerically identical to NMF and can be considered to be a prob-
abilistic extension of NMF. However, unlike NMF, which is non-statistical,
PLCA has a statistical interpretation which makes it useful for probabilistic
framework applications.
3.3.1 Model
The general PLCA model is given by:
P (x) =
∑
z
P (z)
N∏
j=1
P (xj|z), (3.14)
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where P (x) is an N -dimensional distribution of the random variable x =
x1, x2, . . . , xN . P (xj|z) are one-dimensional distributions on the latent vari-
able z. The previous model explains the N -dimensional distribution P (x)
as a mixture of marginal distribution products. The goal is given P (x), to
estimate P (z) and P (xj|z)
The PLCA model can be applied to a two-dimensional audio spectrogram
[18] as follows:
P (f,m) =
∑
z
P (z)P (f |z)P (m|z), (3.15)
where P (f,m) is the normalized spectrogram corresponding to a magnitude
STFT spectrogram Sk,m. P (f |z) is a multinomial distribution that corre-
sponds to the spectral components (basis vectors). For each given z there
is one spectral component P (f |z). A collection of P (f |z) from analysis of
a particular audio source forms the spectral library for it. This corresponds
to the B (basis) matrix used in NMF. P (m|z) is a multinomial distribu-
tion. Given z, for each time frame m, P (m|z) denotes the occurrence of
the spectral component P (f |z). This corresponds to the W matrix (time-
varying weights) in the NMF case. P (z) is the distribution of weights for
each component. The goal of the analysis is: given P (f,m), estimate the
model parameters P (f |z), P (m, z), and P (z).
Smaragdis et al. [20] estimated these parameters using an expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm [21]. In the E-step, the posterior [22] distri-
bution is calculated as
P (z|f,m) = P (z)P (f |z)P (m|z)∑
z P (z)P (f |z)P (m|z)
. (3.16)
In the M-step, the current estimation of the posterior P (z|f,m) is used to
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calculate the parameters P (f |z), P (m, z), and P (z).
P (f |z) ←
∑
t Sk,mP (z|f,m)∑
f
∑
t Sk,mP (z|f,m)
(3.17)
P (m|z) ←
∑
f Sk,mP (z|f,m)∑
f
∑
t Sk,mP (z|f,m)
(3.18)
P (z) ←
∑
f
∑
m Sk,mP (z|f,m)∑
z
∑
f
∑
m Sk,mP (z|f,m)
(3.19)
In summary, the PLCA decomposition on a two-dimensional spectrogram
can be done as follows:
1. Initialize P (f |z), P (m|z), and P (z) randomly between 0 to 1.
2. In the E-step calculate the posterior using Equation 3.16.
3. In the M-step, use the posterior to calculate new estimates for P (f |z),
P (m|z) and P (z) using Equations 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19.
4. Using the new values for P (f |z), P (m|z), and P (z), recalculate the
posterior Equation 3.16.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 until convergence has been achieved.
It should be noted that the non-negativity of PLCA results from the nature
of probability densities. Two advantages of this model are that it is easily
extensible to various probabilistic frameworks and that it takes advantage of
the structures of individual problems.
3.4 Proposed Method
The audio input mixture’s spectrum for each frame is modeled as the magni-
tude STFT of a sum of instrument tone signals, where each tone at a specific
pitch is represented by a dictionary of spectral basis vectors. The dictionary
is learned as explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. It turns out that in a mix-
ture of such tones there is a high probability that frequency components will
overlap between sources. The input spectrum can be modeled as a distri-
bution/histogram over a range of frequencies. For example, each component
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is viewed as the probability of occurrence of that particular frequency. The
mixture spectrum’s magnitude at any particular frequency can be thought of
as the sum of magnitudes from various instruments due to component over-
lapping. (Even though some mixture magnitudes may only be due to single
sources.) The scaled version of the input mixture spectrum is modeled as a
discrete distribution.
3.4.1 A hierarchical model for polyphonic music
The generative process that produces each frame of the audio mixture spec-
trogram is defined as follows:
Sm(f) ∼= Pm(f) =
R∑
r=1
Pm(ir)
Mr∑
m=1
Pm(n
r
m|ir)
Km,r∑
k=1
Pm(z
m,r
k |nrm)Pni(f |zm,rk ),
(3.20)
where Sm(f) is the input mixture magnitude spectrum at frame m. The
input spectrum can be thought as a distribution/histogram over the frequen-
cies. The scaled version of the input mixture can be modeled as a discrete
distribution. For example, each frequency component is represented by a
probability of occurrence for that particular frequency. Pm(f) is an approx-
imation to the input. Pm(ir) is the probability of observing instrument r
at frame m. Pm(n
r
m|ir) is the probability of observing pitch number nrm of
instrument r given instrument r. The values of Pni(f |zm,rk ) are the learned
spectral dictionaries for pitch number nrm of instrument r and Pm(z
m,r
k |nrm)
are the probabilities (weights) of the kth dictionary element of pitch number
nrm of instrument r. The presented model represents the mixture magnitude
spectrogram as a sum of Mr individual spectra from R different instruments,
where each spectral dictionary has Km,r elements. For clarity in the follow-
ing discussions, the subscript/superscript indices on the random variables ir,
nrm, and z
m,r
k will be dropped, so that the model can be written as
Sm(f) ∼= Pm(f) =
∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈ni
Pm(n|i)
∑
z∈zni
Pm(z|n)Pni(f |z). (3.21)
The graphical model for this process is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Hierarchical graphical model for polyphonic music analysis.
The process that generates the frequency components in the observed mag-
nitude spectrum is as follows: First, an individual instrument library is se-
lected from a group of instrument libraries. Second, a spectrum dictionary
is drawn for each pitch from the instrument library. Third, a spectral basis
vector is drawn from a particular F0-spectrum dictionary for the instrument.
Fourth, a spectral component at a particular frequency is drawn from the
spectral basis vector. Although it is possible that this spectral component
will be generated by only a single instrument, most often it only contributes
a fraction to the magnitude of the observed spectrum at that frequency.
3.4.2 Parameter estimation
The goal is to estimate the values of Pm(i), Pm(n|i), and Pm(z|n), given the
observation Pm(f) and the dictionaries Pni(f |z). The likelihood of this model
is modeled as a discrete distribution (without the normalizing constant):
P (Sm(f)|i, n, z) ∝
∏
f
(∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈ni
Pm(n|i)
∑
z∈zni
Pm(z|n)Pni(f |z)
)Sm(f)
,
(3.22)
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logP (Sm(f)|i, n, z) ∝
∑
f
Sm(f) log
(∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈ni
Pm(n|i)
∑
z∈zni
Pm(z|n)Pni(f |z)
)
.
(3.23)
This likelihood will be maximized when the model’s spectral peaks are aligned
with Sm(f). The above model assumes Sm(f) is an integer, which can be
satisfied by choosing an appropriate scale factor. However, this does not
matter because it will be shown that the scale factor appears in both the
numerator and the denominator of the update equations and thus cancels
out.
The parameters for the model θ = {Pm(z|n), Pm(n|i), Pm(i)} can be esti-
mated using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. In the E-step,
current parameter values θold are used to calculate the posterior distribution.
Pm(i, n, z|f, θold) = Pm(f |i, n, z)Pm(i, n, z)
Pm(f)
(3.24)
=
P (f |z)Pm(z|n)Pm(n|i)Pm(i)∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈ni
Pm(n|i)
∑
z∈zni
Pm(z|n)Pni(f |z).
(3.25)
Then, the posterior is used to find the expectation of the complete data
log-likelihood’s Q:
Q(θ, θold) =
∑
f
Sf
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
P (i, n, z|f, θold)log(P (i, n, z, f |θ). (3.26)
In the M-step, new parameters are estimated by maximizing the preceding
function according to θ:
θnew = arg max
θ
Q(θ, θold). (3.27)
Expanding the expectation of the complete data log-likelihood yields
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Q =
∑
f
Sf
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
P (i, n, z|f)log(P (i, n, z, f) (3.28)
=
∑
f
Sf
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
P (i, n, z|f) log (P (i)P (n|i)P (z|n)P (f |z))
=
∑
i
logP (i)
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
+
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
logP (n|i)
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
+
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
logP (z|n)
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
+
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f) logP (f |z)Sf (3.29)
The presented function can be maximized for parameters P (z|n), P (n|i), and
P (i) by taking its derivative with respect to each of these parameters while
adding Lagrangian constraints so that the distributions add up to 1. Also,
one can add prior distributions to this function before the maximization
step in order to enforce different constraints such as sparsity, and temporal
continuity.
Taking the derivative with respect to P (z|n) and adding the Lagrangian
constraint
∑
z∈zni
P (z|n) = 1
∂Q
∂P (z|n) =
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
logP (z|n)∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + λ
∑
z∈zni
P (z|n)
∂P (z|n)
=
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
P (z|n) + λ = 0. (3.30)
Then, multiplying by P (z|n) and summing over z ∈ zni gives
λ = −
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf . (3.31)
Also, replacing alpha in Equation 3.30 yields
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P (z|n) =
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf . (3.32)
In a similar way, taking the derivative with respect to P (n|i) and adding
the Lagrangian
∑
n∈ni
P (n|i) = 1, we get
∂Q
∂P (z|n) =
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
logP (n|i) ∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + λ
∑
n∈ni
P (n|i)
∂P (n|i)
=
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
P (n|i) + λ = 0. (3.33)
Multiplying by P (n|i) and summing over n ∈ ni yields
λ = −
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf . (3.34)
Substituting λ in Equation 3.33 and solving for P (n|i) gives
P (n|i) =
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf . (3.35)
Similarly, taking the derivative with respect to P (n|i) and adding the
Lagrangian constraint
∑
i
P (i) = 1, we get
∂Q
∂P (i)
=
∑
i
logP (i)
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + λ
∑
i
P (i)
∂P (i)
=
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
P (i)
+ λ = 0. (3.36)
Multiplying by P (i) and summing over i gives
λ = −
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf . (3.37)
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Finally, substituting λ in Equation 3.36 and solving for P (i) yields
P (i) =
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf . (3.38)
So the parameters can be estimated in an iterative way by first updating
the posterior using Equation 5.2.1, and using it to calculate P (z|n), P (n|i),
and P (i) using Equations 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13.
3.4.2.1 Enforcing sparsity
Because only a few f0 dictionaries of instruments and only a few instruments
are expected to be active at a given time, it is appropriate to enforce sparsity
on instrument probabilities P (i) and note probabilities P (n|i). Adding the
Lp norm of probability vectors as prior to the log-likelihood for sparsity,
taking the derivative with respect to P (i), adding the Lagrangians, we get
∂Q
∂P (i)
=
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
∑
z∈zni
logP (i)
∑
f
P (i,n,z|f)Sf+λ
∑
i
P (i)+β log
∑
i
(P (i))γ
∂P (i)
=
∑
f
P (i,n,z|f)Sf
P (i)
+ λ+ β γ(P (i))
γ−1∑
i
(P (i))γ
= 0. (3.39)
Then, multiplying by P (i) gives
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + λP (i) + β p (P (i))
γ∑
i
(P (i))γ
= 0. (3.40)
This equation is not analytically solvable. However, we can iterate it using
P (i)new ←
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Xf + βγ(P (i))
γ∑
i
(P (i))γ
−λ . (3.41)
Or we can rescale explicitly after each iteration using
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P (i)new ←
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + βγ (P (i))
γ∑
i
(P (i))γ
, (3.42)
P (i)new ← P (i)
new∑
i
P (i)new
. (3.43)
In a similar way, adding the prior to the log-likelihood for sparsity, taking
the derivative with respect to P (n|i), adding the Lagrangians, we get
∑
i
∑
n∈ni
logP (n|i) ∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + λ
∑
n∈ni
P (n|i) + β log ∑
n∈ni
(P (n|i))γ
∂P (n|i)
=
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf
P (n|i) + λ+
βp (P (n|i))γ−1∑
n∈ni
(P (n|i))γ = 0 (3.44)
Then, multiplying by P (n|i) results in
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Sf + λ+ βp (P (n|i))
γ∑
n∈ni
(P (n|i))γ . (3.45)
Again, this equation does not have an analytical solution. So we iterate
with
P (n|i)new ←
∑
z∈zni
∑
f
P (i, n, z|f)Xf + βp (P (n|i))
γ∑
n∈ni
(P (n|i))γ , (3.46)
P (n|i)new ← P (n|i)
new∑
n∈ni
P (n|i)new . (3.47)
3.4.2.2 Enforcing continuity
The notes that are active are likely to stay active, but they may switch at note
boundaries. To enforce continuity of parameters in EM iterations Smaragdis
and Mysore [23] rescaled estimations for the basis vector probabilities ac-
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cording to the transitions of their corresponding F0s. A similar idea is used
here on the note probabilities. Note transition probability is defined as:
P (nip,m|ni
′
p′ ,m−1) ∝
e
−
(
fi0m
−fi
′
0 m−1
)2
2σ2 , if i = i
′
0, if i 6= i′ ,
(3.48)
where nip,m denotes the random variable for the p
th pitch of the ith instrument
at frame m, and f i0m is its corresponding f0 in Hz. In moving from one
frame to the next, each pitch number will remain in the same f0 spectral
dictionary with high probability or jump to a different f0 spectral dictionary
with low probability. Jumping to another instrument’s f0 spectral dictionary
is prohibited.
To enforce continuity forward and backward terms are defined based on
the P (n|i) initial estimates.
Fm(n) =
∑
nm−1
P (nm|nm−1)P (nm−1|i), (3.49)
Bm(n) =
∑
nm+1
P (nm+1|nm)P (nm+1|i). (3.50)
The P (n|i) estimates are then rescaled in each EM iteration according to
P (n|i) = P (n|i)(C + Fm(n) +Bm(n))∑
ni
P (n|i)(C + Ft(n) +Bt(n)) , (3.51)
where C is a constant to control the influence of rescaling. To enforce conti-
nuity, the estimation process is first performed, and the values of P (n|i) are
calculated without using continuity. Then, the estimation is repeated, and
this time the P (n|i) values are used to calculate F and B in each iteration of
the EM algorithm. Finally, the P (n|i) are rescaled according to the Equation
3.51.
3.4.3 Summary
In this chapter, a signal model that represents the input as a linear combi-
nation of basis vectors has been introduced. Previously explored methods,
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such as non-negative matrix factorization and probabilistic latent compo-
nent analysis that utilize this model, were briefly described. The proposed
method, which is an extension of probabilistic latent component analysis
(PLCA) and is used here to model mixtures of complex musical sounds, was
presented, and update equations for the model were derived. The hierarchi-
cal structure of music was used to explain the audio mixture as a weighted
sum of instrument basis spectra, where these basis spectra for each pitch of
each instruments were learned in advance.
This model can have applications for many music signal processing and mu-
sic information retrieval problems such as multiple-instrument pitch tracking,
source separation, audio retrieval of a particular sound, and score following.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we present methods that use the proposed analysis
method to address multiple-instrument pitch tracking and source separation
problems.
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CHAPTER 4
SPECTRAL LIBRARY
When a particular instrument is observed in a polyphonic setting, learned
information about the instrument can be used to track or separate it. Signal
representation methods discussed in Chapter 2 can be used to represent mu-
sical source signals in the frequency domain as spectral vectors using either
the STFT or the sinusoidal model. Both representations result in a source
spectrum for each frame of the signal being analyzed. If sinusoidal analysis is
chosen, for each frame, the spectral vector will consist of a series of harmonic
frequencies and amplitudes corresponding to a particular f0. If the STFT is
used, the frequencies and amplitudes correspond to the DFT bins, which are
at integer multiples of fs/N .
4.1 Building a Spectral Library
To build a spectral library, one needs to analyze many example sounds for
each instrument. For all acoustic instruments, spectra change according to
performed pitch (and, to a lesser extent, dynamic and articulation). Thus,
it was necessary to separately analyze sounds for each equal-tempered pitch
for each instrument. Several spectra for each pitch of each instrument form a
spectral dictionary. Dictionaries for different pitches of the same instrument
comprise the instrument’s spectrum library.
The spectrum library is hopefully a good representation of the instrument.
The best library would be one that is taken from a recording of the same
instrument performed unaccompanied by the same musician under the same
conditions. However, in most cases, it is not possible to access the exact same
instrument that is in the polyphonic mixture. Musical instrument databases,
such as the RWC database [24], that contain samples of many instruments in
wide ranges of pitch, dynamics, and playing styles, are convenient standard
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databases to exploit for timbre-aided pitch detection and separation.
Another important property for a spectral library is compactness. For
example, in the RWC musical instrument dataset, each pitch of each instru-
ment is represented by at least three different dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte),
three different articulations (normal, staccato, vibrato), and three different
players playing three different instruments. These combinations include at
least 27 different samples, each with typically 200 frames, for each of typ-
ically 40 pitches for each instrument. This totals to thousands of spectral
vectors for each instrument. However, most of these spectral vectors will be
highly correlated with some other vectors, and there is no need to keep all
of them in the library; only the most important representatives need to be
kept.
Many different techniques can be employed to reduce the library size, such
as K-means clustering [25], clustering by spectral centroid [26, 12], and prin-
cipal component analysis [27]. The K-means algorithm partitions data into
clusters by minimizing total intra-cluster variances. The centroids of the
clusters can then be used to represent the data. (Note that here centroid
is defined as the mean of all the spectral vectors in cluster, which is differ-
ent than the spectral centroid.) The K-means method applied to spectral
vectors was previously used by this author [28, 29]. Clustering by spectral
centroid as proposed by Beauchamp and Horner [30], who clustered spectral
vectors of musical tones according to their spectral centroids and used single
spectrums from the resulting clusters to represent the data. PCA uses an
orthogonal transformation to convert the set of spectral vectors into uncorre-
lated principal components such that the first principal component accounts
for the largest possible variance of the data, and the second one accounts for
the second largest variance orthogonal to the first one, and so on.
In this work, PLCA and NMF are used to build the spectral libraries as
mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. They both explain the input spectra using
the basis vectors and their time-varying weights. NMF minimizing the KL
divergence is proven to be numerically equivalent to two-dimensional PLCA
[18]. The proposed method to analyze polyphonic audio that was derived in
Section 3.4 uses a similar model to PLCA but extends it by representing the
observed mixture spectra with weights for instruments and their notes as well
as the basis vectors and their weights. In the training part, where the goal is
to estimate the basis vectors, training is performed on individual notes from
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individual instruments. Thus, the weights for pitches and instruments are
already observed, and their probabilities are 1. Then, the proposed method
reduces to PLCA by estimating the basis vectors and their weights. There-
fore, PLCA, and it’s numerical equivalent NMF, is naturally chosen as the
training method to build the spectral library.
With either NMF or PLCA, each pitch of each instrument is represented
by 30 spectral vectors (a pitch/instrument dictionary).
4.1.1 Algorithm
All basis vectors and their weights are initialized randomly. NMF uses a
gradient descent method to decrease the KL divergence between the input
spectra S and its non-negative approximation BW. In each step, one of the
matrices (B or W) is kept fixed and the other one is estimated using the
update equations which are proven to decrease the divergence.
PLCA achieves the same goal by maximizing the likelihood of observing
the input given the model. This is done by the expectation-maximization
algorithm. In each step, the posterior is calculated using the current values
of the parameters, which are the basis vectors P (f |z), their time varying
weights P (f |t), and the weights for each component P (z), which are initial-
ized randomly. Then, the expectation for the complete data log-likelihood is
calculated using the posterior, and the parameters are reestimated by max-
imizing the complete data log-likelihood. The EM algorithm is guaranteed
to increase the expectation of the complete data log-likelihood in each step.
A dictionary for a single pitch of an instrument is built as follows:
1. Collect all samples for a particular pitch of an instrument from a musi-
cal instrument sample database and concatenate them in a single file.
2. From these samples compute time-varying spectra either as an STFT
magnitude spectrogram |S[k,m]| or in terms of sinusoidal model am-
plitudes a˜i,m and frequencies f˜i,m, using analysis techniques described
in Chapter 2.
3. For decomposition, either use non-negative matrix factorization or prob-
abilistic latent component analysis, which are numerically equivalent.
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Using NMF, decompose the spectra as S˜ = BW , where S˜ comprises
the input spectra, B is the matrix of spectral basis vectors, and W is the
matrix of time-varying weights. Or equivalently, using PLCA, decom-
pose the spectra as P (f,m) =
∑
z
P (z)P (f |z)P (m|z), where P (f,m)
is an approximation to a scaled version of the mixture spectra, P (f |z)
values are the basis vectors, P (t|z) values are the time-varying weights,
and P (z) is the density function for the weights.
4. After step 3, ignore the time-varying weights and retain the basis vector
matrix B or P (f |z).
4.1.2 Example spectral dictionaries
Example spectral dictionaries from different instruments using NMF on the
harmonic amplitude vectors can be seen in Figure 4.1.
Example spectral dictionaries from different instruments using NMF on
the magnitude spectra STFT can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: An example spectral dictionary for horn for a pitch of C4
learned from the harmonic amplitudes of 27 different samples from RWC
dataset: 3 dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte), 3 articulations (normal, vibrato,
staccato), and three different players. First 20 harmonics are shown.
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Figure 4.2: An example spectral dictionary for bassoon for a pitch of C4
learned from |STFT| of 27 different samples from RWC dataset: 3
dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte), 3 articulations (normal, vibrato, staccato),
and three different players.
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CHAPTER 5
MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT PITCH
TRACKING
The polyphonic pitch content of music is one of the most important types of
information that can be retrieved from audio. Although trained musicians
can take dictation from audio relatively easily, machines have difficulty esti-
mating and tracking pitch contours in polyphonic music. In this chapter, a
brief overview of previous work in multiple F0 estimation is given, followed
by a discussion on how the techniques presented in Chapters 2 and 3 can be
employed to accomplish this task. Finally, evaluations are given for a number
of experiments which test the various proposed methods.
5.1 Introduction
Polyphonic pitch content can be expressed as a list of pitches (F0s) vs. time,
which can be either fine-grained in terms of frames or in terms of individual
notes with start and end times. Methods for achieving this information from
audio input are called multiple F0 estimation (MFE) methods. However,
this chapter focuses not only on estimating multiple F0-vs.-time data but
also on connecting the F0s to the sources (timbres) that are associated with
them. This is a useful representation that can lead to full automatic music
transcription. Moreover, timbre-labeled F0 tracks can be used for a variety
of sophisticated music information retrieval tasks, such as: song structure
definition, improved music search and recommendation, harmonic analysis,
active music listening, cover song identification, score alignment, and F0-
guided source separation. Also, by exposing the individual pitch contours of
each instrument in polyphonic music, many important aspects such as hid-
den thematic references across musical pieces or the appearance of leitmotifs
across instruments can be revealed. In thinking about these problems, it be-
comes obvious that linking instruments and their timbres to pitches as they
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flow through music is a very important operation to have available for music
signal processing.
5.1.1 Relevant work
Recently there have been many attempts to achieve multiple F0 estimation.
Most of these restrict themselves to a frame-level estimation of active F0s
while ignoring the corresponding instruments/timbres. This section reviews
both relevant prior work on multiple F0 estimation and F0 tracking. Ini-
tial work on multiple F0 estimation was done by Moorer [31] in 1977 using
an average magnitude-difference function (AMDF) time-domain method to
transcribe musical duets. In 1994 Maher and Beauchamp [32] used a two-
way mismatch frequency-domain method to estimate duet tracks taken from
recordings. Recent methods have gone well beyond two simultaneous pitches.
According to Chunghsin [33], most recent multiple F0 estimation techniques
can be classified according to two different categories: iterative estimation-
cancellation techniques and joint estimation techniques.
5.1.1.1 Iterative estimation-cancellation techniques
An iterative estimation-cancellation approach first estimates the F0 of the
most dominant instrument found in an input mixture signals and then cancels
its harmonics from the mixture with each iteration until all F0s are estimated.
This approach assumes that in each iteration there is always one predominant
F0.
The cancellation part can be done in two different ways: full cancellation
or smoothed cancellation. With full cancellation, all harmonics of the pre-
dominant F0 are removed from the signal before the next iteration. Parsons
[34] identified the predominant F0 for a two-talker problem using a frequency
histogram method [35]; all harmonics corresponding to the detected F0 were
then removed for the next iteration. de Cheveigne´ [36], who operated directly
in the time-domain, used an AMDF method to estimate the predominant F0
for speech vowels and used comb filters to remove the corresponding harmon-
ics. Ortiz-Berenguer et al. [37] used a pattern-matching technique to match
piano harmonics with trained spectral patterns and then used binary masks
[38] to cancel predominant sources.
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Klapuri [39] used a perceptually motivated analysis method to estimate
the predominant F0. After this initial step, he partially removed the F0s
spectrum by progressively multiplying its harmonic amplitudes by 1 − 1/h,
where h is the harmonic number. The method was repeated for each iteration.
Later, Klapuri [40] attempted to generalize this spectral method to model
different musical instruments. Bach and Jordan [41] used a factorial hidden-
Markov model to estimate the predominant F0 from multi-voiced speech
signals, removing energy in the F0 harmonics before iterating. Chunghsin
[33] used a hybrid approach, where he limited the number of F0 candidates in
his iterative-estimation cancellation method and searched for the best joint
F0 hypothesis.
Unfortunately, iterative estimation-cancellation techniques do not take into
account the harmonic source overlapping problem. Thus, the mixture signal
becomes more corrupted with each iteration. Every time a source is canceled
or attenuated from the signal, the overlapped subset of another source’s
harmonics is completely or significantly removed. Hence, it leaves less infor-
mation for F0 estimation of the next source. However, the advantage of this
method is its computational efficiency compared to joint estimation.
5.1.1.2 The harmonic overlapping problem
Harmonic overlapping, where certain harmonics of two or more sources are
very close in frequency, is a difficult problem to overcome. Unfortunately, it is
quite common that concurrent sources share many of the same time-frequency
points. This happens most frequently in traditional Western music which is
written with chords consisting of frequencies having approximately simple
integer ratios to each other, which causes the music to sound harmonious.
Figure 5.1 shows the individual magnitude STFT’s for a bassoon, a clarinet,
and an oboe playing A3, E4, and A4, for a single frame, respectively. Figure
5.2 shows the same data overlaid by the magnitude STFT of the time-domain
mixture of the three signals. Note how the peaks from different sources
overlap in several frequency regions.
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Figure 5.1: Individual magnitude spectrums of bassoon at A3 (220 Hz),
clarinet E4 (330 Hz), and oboe A4 (440 Hz) plotted together.
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Figure 5.2: The mixture spectrum plotted on top of the individual spectra
of Figure 5.1.
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Clearly, once an harmonic from a predominant source is removed or sup-
pressed in the mixture, sources which have some of their harmonics over-
lapped will be greatly affected by this operation, and the accuracy of the
multiple F0 method will continue to decrease as the number of sources re-
moved increases.
5.1.1.3 Previous work by the author on the iterative-estimation
cancellation technique
It is important to mention earlier work by this author (2005-2009) on multiple
F0 estimation [28, 29] using the iterative-estimation and cancellation tech-
nique. After using the McAulay-Quatieri method [2] for initial time-varying
spectral analysis, harmonic sieves were applied to recover the amplitudes of
harmonics concentrated on integer multiples of each ground-truth f0. The
philosophy of the pitch-detection method was based on a prototype harmonic
series where frequency-domain amplitude impulses occur every f0 Hz.
A prototype instrument signal can be written in the frequency domain as
X(f) =
H∑
h=1
Ahδ(f − hf0), (5.1)
where Ah and hf0 are the amplitude and the frequency of the h
th harmonic,
and H is the number of harmonics.
However, since natural sounds may deviate from the exact integer multi-
ples of a fixed value of f0 due to frequency variations and inharmonicities,
a non-impulse-based analysis function is needed. This can be achieved by
using bell-shaped harmonic bands, which have well-defined maxima and vari-
ances around their means. Figure 5.3 shows such an analysis function, where
Gaussian curves are employed at harmonic locations.
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Figure 5.3: Harmonic analysis function with f ′0 = 200 Hz.
This analysis function can be written as:
Y (f) =
H∑
h=1
N(f, f ′h, σ), (5.2)
where
N(f, f ′h, σ) = e
−(f−f ′h)
2
2σ2 . (5.3)
f ′h = hf
′
0, and f
′
0 is a candidate fundamental frequency.
The bandwidths of the Gaussian functions can be adjusted according to
the value of σ. Higher Gaussian bandwidths can tolerate higher frequency
variations and inharmonicities in the input, but they can also cause corrup-
tion by allowing irrelevant peaks that belong to other sources or noise to
occupy the harmonic analysis regions.
For pitch detection in the single source case, the overlap between input
spectral peaks and the harmonic analysis function set to a particular f ′0 can-
didate can be used to see how likely the observed spectrum corresponds to
that candidate. Ideally, a best-fit f ′0 candidate will be found when the Gaus-
sian analysis functions line up perfectly with the input line spectrum. With
real acoustic signals, however, components may not match up so perfectly.
Moreover, in the polyphonic case the input spectrum is much more compli-
cated.
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Figure 5.4 shows a frame from the analysis of a mixture of clarinet playing
C4 (f0=261.6 Hz) and horn playing G4 (f0=392 Hz). Each input spectral
peak is a possible f0 candidate. In this case, the Gaussian analysis function
is situated so that its first peak is perfectly aligned with the lowest and
strongest component of the input spectrum.
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Figure 5.4: An overlap of input mixture spectrum peaks with the harmonic
analysis function.
As the search for a best value of f ′0 occurs, an overlap score Ψ() is re-
peatedly calculated as the area under the product of the two spectra. This
amounts to the integral of the products of the impulse amplitudes and the
Gaussian curves:
Ψ(fcand) =
∫ fs/2
0
S(f)Y (f)df, (5.4)
where S(f) is the discrete spectrum of the input.
In general, S(f) is a sum of harmonic sources:
S(f) =
I∑
i=1
Hi∑
hi=1
Ai,hiδ(f − fi,hi), (5.5)
where i denotes the ith instrument and I is the number of instruments.
The score Ψ(f) is calculated for a large number of f0 candidates within
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a search range, and the f0 is estimated as the f
′
0 candidate that yields the
highest score. Thus, f0 is estimated as
f0 = arg maxf∈[0,fs/2](Ψ(f)). (5.6)
This estimate results in the f0 of the most predominant source. If there
is more than one source, the remaining F0s can be estimated by suppressing
the harmonics of the current predominant f0 estimate in the spectrum and
then iteratively estimating the successive predominant F0s, until all F0s have
been estimated.
Unfortunately, the results from this method were not sufficiently accurate
for our ultimate task, which was F0-guided musical sound source separation,
due to the method’s iterations greatly corrupting the heavily overlapped,
less-dominant sources.
5.1.1.4 Joint estimation techniques
Attempts to jointly estimate all F0s have had more success in recent years.
de Cheveigne´ [36] made the first attempt at joint estimation in 1993 using
a double-difference time-domain function to jointly estimate multiple F0 hy-
potheses. In 1994 Maher and Beauchamp [32] used a “two-way mismatch”
procedure that searched for a pair of F0s that minimize the frequency dis-
crepancies between the observed peaks and a variable-F0 harmonic model.
Mismatch scores were calculated based on the amplitudes of the observed
peaks and the differences between peak and harmonic model frequencies.
The mismatch was calculated two ways: from predicted to measured and
from measured to predicted, and an optimized average score was used to
estimated the F0s.
Herman in his master’s thesis [42] first estimated the top 10 predominant
F0s in the mixture using a harmonic analysis model. He then proceeded to
estimate the best combination of the top 10 predominant F0s for a given
polyphony that would minimize the difference between the model and the
mixture spectrum.
Zhou [43] proposed a method called “resonator time-frequency image” that
extracted the power spectrum above a noise floor and derived a relative pitch
energy spectrum for an F0 hypothesis.
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Many researchers have applied decomposition techniques to observed spec-
tra. The assumption is that each source has a representative harmonic
structure that the observed spectra can be decomposed onto. Abdallah and
Plumbley [44] used sparse coding. Smaragdis and Brown [15] used non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) to transcribe polyphonic piano music.
Virtanen [45] used temporal continuity constraints, Raczyn´ski et al. [46] used
harmonic constraints, Cont [47] used sparseness constraints with NMF to
transcribe polyphonic music.
Sagayama et al. [48] developed a transform called specmurt that enables
“pitch likelihood distribution visualization” and represents spectra as a con-
volution of pulses at multiple F0 frequencies which have a common harmonic
structure. The F0s are estimated by deconvolution accomplished by dividing
the specmurt transform by the harmonic pattern.
Duan et al. [49, 50], used a frame-level multiple F0 estimation method
followed by a constrained clustering method that uses harmonic amplitude-
based features to cluster pitches into pitch tracks. In these cases, to build
instrument or timbre-specific pitch tracks, bottom-up methods were used
that first produced frame-based pitch estimates and subsequently sometimes
attempted to build note-level representations, which may form solo phrases.
Another approach to joint estimation is based on Bayesian inference. Davy
and Godsill [51] developed a model that adaptively matches the time-domain
waveform using prior distributions for source F0s and harmonic amplitudes.
Cemgil et al. [52] proposed a time-domain generative model for musical sig-
nals with a high-level parameter for tempo. Goto [53] used a frequency-
domain model that explains the mixture spectrum as a sum of harmonic
tones and used an EM algorithm to estimate F0s. Kameoka et al. [54] pro-
posed a method called “harmonic temporal structured clustering” where the
harmonics are clustered by modeling the F0s, relative harmonic amplitudes,
attack onset, and duration. The parameters were optimized to best match
the observed spectra using an EM algorithm.
The general area of Auditory Scene Analysis was proposed originally by
Bregman [55]. The basic idea of ASA is that psychological cues deemed
important for human perception, such as common attack onset patterns and
amplitude and frequency modulation of harmonics, could be used to cluster
them into groups. This would be followed by “stream forming,” where the
clusters would be tracked through time. This approach has been used by
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Kashino and Tanaka [56], Martin [57], Sterian [58], and Baumann [59].
Most of the aforementioned methods did not attempt multiple-pitch track-
ing, where f0-vs.-time tracks of individual sources would be detected, and
they were not tested on real-world examples.
5.2 Proposed Method Using a Hierarchical Model
To track individual instruments in a complex audio mixture, the idea of using
spectral libraries from a supervised source-separation domain [28, 60], as
discussed in Section 5.1.1.3, is extended. After training a multiple instrument
tracking system with example sounds from various instruments, instrument
tracks can subsequently be followed in a polyphonic mixture. The system is
trained to learn a dictionary for each pitch of each instrument using spectral
analysis and classification methods described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
The pitch tracks are then inferred from the observed mixture spectra using
the analysis method proposed in Section 3.4.
As explained in Section 3.4, the proposed analysis method explains the
musical sound structure in terms of a hierarchical graphical model. The
model explains the observed mixture spectra as a sum of spectra from dif-
ferent instruments. Then the estimation algorithm infers which pitches of
which instruments are present, using the instruments’ prior-learned spectral
dictionaries. After that, pitch tracks can be estimated using weights for the
pitches and instrument spectra. The weights are sometimes further processed
by a hidden-Markov algorithm to estimate the most likely pitch sequence for
each instrument.
For frame m, the process starts with a normalized version of the input
spectrum, Sm(f), which is scaled such that
∑
f Sm(f) = 1. Note that the
system can work on spectra taken either from STFT magnitudes or from
the amplitudes of sinusoids (i.e., spectral peaks) resulting from sinusoidal
analysis. For a single frame, the scaled spectrum is approximated as
Sm(f) ∼= Pm(f) =
∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈pi
Pm(p|i)
∑
z∈zpi
Pm(z|p)Ppi(f |z), (5.7)
where Sm(f) is the spectrum magnitude of a spectrum peak at frequency f for
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the observed input mixture spectrum at frame m; Pm(f) is an approximation
of the input spectrum; Pm(i) is the estimated probability of occurrence of
pitch p of instrument i at frame m; Pm(p|i) is the estimated probability
that pitch p is produced by instrument i; P (f |z) is the learned spectral
basis vector for the pitch p of instrument i; and Pm(z|p) is the probability
(weight) of that basis vector. Also i, p, z, and f are the random variables for
instrument, pitch, latent component, and frequency respectively. As can be
seen from Equation 6.2, the model explains the mixture magnitude spectrum
hierarchically as the sum of N individual pitches from I different instruments,
for a dictionary corresponding to each pitch/instrument with R elements.
The process that generates the frequency components in the observed mag-
nitude spectrum is as follows: First, an individual instrument library is se-
lected from a group of instrument libraries. Second, a spectrum dictionary
is drawn for each pitch from the instrument library. Third, a spectral basis
vector is drawn from a particular F0-spectrum dictionary for the instrument.
Fourth, a spectral component at a particular frequency is drawn from the
spectral basis vector. Although it is possible that this spectral component
will be generated by only a single instrument, most often it only contributes
a fraction to the magnitude of the observed spectrum at that frequency.
5.2.1 Parameter estimation
As the parameter estimation technique was derived in Section 3.4, the equa-
tions are simply restated here.
The parameters for the model θ = {Pm(z|p), Pm(p|i), Pm(i)} are estimated
using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. In the E-step, current
parameter values θold are used to calculate the posterior (aka new) probabil-
ity:
Pm(i, p, z|f, θold) = Pm(f |i, p, z)Pm(i, p, z)
Pm(f)
. (5.8)
Because of the structure of the model, Pm(f |i, p, z) = Pm(f |z) and Pm(i, p, z) =
Pm(i)Pm(p|i)Pm(z|p), we can write the posterior as
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Pm(i, p, z|f, θold) = P (f |z)Pm(z|p)Pm(p|i)Pm(i)∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈pi
Pm(p|i)
∑
z∈zpi
Pm(z|p)Ppi(f |z)
. (5.9)
Then the posterior is used to calculate the expectation of the complete data
log-likelihood Q:
Q(θ, θold) =
∑
f
Sf
∑
i
∑
n∈pi
∑
z∈zpi
P (i, p, z|f, θold)log(P (i, p, z, f |θ). (5.10)
In the M-step, new parameters are estimated by maximizing Equation 5.2.1
according to θ, resulting in the following update rules:
Pm(z|p)new ←
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f)∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f) , (5.11)
Pm(p|i)new ←
∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f)∑
p∈pi
∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f) , (5.12)
Pm(i)
new ←
∑
p∈pi
∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f)∑
i
∑
p∈pi
∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f) . (5.13)
We then use the new estimates to calculate the posterior in an iterative
manner and repeat until the likelihood does not increase significantly.
5.2.2 Sparsity prior
At any given time, we expect each active instrument to be playing a single
pitch. Even though the parameter estimation method would allow multiple
pitches per frame for each instrument, in this project our goal is to track a
monophonic pitch contour for each instrument. We also expect that not all
instruments are active at the same time.
To enforce sparsity constraints on note and instrument distributions Pm(p|i)
and P (i), Lp norm of probability vectors are used as sparsity prior. Adding
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the prior to the expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood and maxi-
mizing it with respect to P (i) and P (p|i), we arrive at the following update
rules:
P (p|i)new ←
∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
P (i, p, z|f)Sm(f) + βp (Pm(p|i))
α∑
p∈pi
(Pm(p|i))α , (5.14)
Pm(i)
new ←
∑
p∈pi
∑
z∈zpi
∑
f
Pm(i, p, z|f)Sm(f) + βp (Pm(i))
α∑
p∈i
(Pm(i))
α . (5.15)
Then, rescaling explicitly so that the probabilities sum to unity, we have
P (p|i)new ← P (p|i)
new∑
p∈pi
P (i)new
and P (i)new ← P (i)
new∑
i
P (i)new
. (5.16)
5.2.3 Enforcing continuity in EM iterations
Notes that are active are likely to stay active, but they may switch at note
boundaries. The note transition probability is defined as
P (nsp,m|ns
′
p′ ,m−1) ∝
e
−
(
fs0m
−fs
′
0 m−1
)2
2σ2 , if s = s
′
0, if s 6= s′
(5.17)
where nsp,m denotes the random variable for the p
th note of the sth instrument
at frame m, and f s0m is its corresponding f0 in Hz. In moving from one
frame to the next, each note will remain in the same f0 dictionary with
high probability or jump to a different pitch dictionary with low probability.
Jumping to another instrument’s pitch dictionary is prohibited. To enforce
this behavior, we define forward and backward terms, given our estimates
Fm(n) =
∑
nm−1
P (nm|nm−1)P (nm−1|i), (5.18)
Bm(n) =
∑
nm+1
P (nm+1|nm)P (nm+1|i), (5.19)
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and rescale the estimates P (n|i) in each EM iteration:
P (n|i) = P (n|i)(C + Ft(n) +Bt(n))∑
ni
P (n|i)(C + Ft(n) +Bt(n)) . (5.20)
5.2.4 Enforcing continuity as a post-process using HMM
Continuity can also be enforced as a post-process on the estimated pitch
probabilities. The objective of the multiple-source pitch tracker described in
this dissertation is not simply to detect F0s on each frame, but also to track
each source’s F0 through time. Except at note transitions, an instrument’s
pitch contour is expected to be smooth, not changing drastically from frame-
to-frame. With the Viterbi algorithm, pitches are treated as hidden states
and pose the instrument-tracking problem as one of inferring the most likely
pitch-state sequence for each instrument.
The estimated pitch probabilities (which maximize the mixture likelihood
P (Sm(f)|i, p, z)) for each instrument are considered to be the emission prob-
abilities for the hidden state in a hidden-Markov model (HMM). Transition
probabilities are modeled as normal distributions given by
P (pm|p′m−1) ∝ e−
(
f0m−f
′
0m−1
)2
2σ2 , (5.21)
where pm and p
′
m−1 denote the hidden pitch-state for a certain instrument
at frames m and m − 1, and f0m and f ′0m−1 denote successive values of f0
associated with a hidden pitch-state variable for instrument i at these frames.
Transitions are calculated within the same instrument. Empirically, σ was
chosen to be 7 + f0m/100 Hz. Equation 5.21 enforces continuity of the active
notes from frame-to-frame.
5.3 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluations are performed at frame level. The multi-F0 tracking problem
is similar to the melody-extraction problem extended to multiple melodies
and is different from the conventional multi-F0 estimation problem where the
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estimated number of F0s for each frame can be different than the ground-
truth number of F0s. In the tracking problem, for a given source the number
of estimated F0s and the ground-truth F0s are simply equal to total number
of frames. Therefore, the evaluation metrics for this work were adapted from
the MIREX melody extraction task [61] to our problem.
Comparing the voiced (nonzero F0) and unvoiced (zero F0) values for
each frame of the estimated and ground-truth F0 tracks, the counts for true
positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives
(FN) are calculated according to Table 5.1
Table 5.1: Evaluation.
Estimated
voiced unvoiced
Ground voiced TP FN
truth unvoiced FP TN
TP’s further break down into ones with correct F0s and the ones with incor-
rect F0s as TP = TPC + TPI where TPCs are the true positives correct
and TPIs are the true positives incorrect. Estimated voiced F0 is correct if
it is within a quarter tone (±2.93%) range of a positive ground-truth F0 for
that frame.
The precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy for each input test file is
then calculated over all frames and all instruments as:
Precision =
∑
i
∑
m
TPCi,m∑
i
∑
m
TPi,m + FPi,m
, (5.22)
Recall =
∑
i
∑
m
TPCi,m∑
i
∑
m
TPi,m + FNi,m
, (5.23)
F-measure =
2× precision× recall
precision + recall
, (5.24)
Accuracy =
∑
i
∑
m
TPCi,m+TNi,m∑
i
∑
m
TPi,m+FPi,m+TNi,m+FNi,m
, (5.25)
where m is the frame index and i is the instrument index. In this context,
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precision is the proportion of the correctly identified pitches to all reported
pitches by the method. Recall is the proportion of correctly identified pitches
to all pitches in the input mixture. F-measure is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. Accuracy is the proportion of correctly identified pitches
and correctly identified negatives (f0 = 0 Hz) to sum of all TP, TN, FP , and
FN .
5.4 Multiple-Instrument Pitch-Tracking Experiments
Two different databases were used for F0-estimation experiments using the
proposed hierarchical method. The first consisted of random mixtures of
individual notes taken from the RWC dataset [24], with training done on
similar data taken from the same dataset. The second was based on a real-
world multitrack recording performed by a woodwind quintet, where training
data was taken from either the RWC dataset or from notes taken from the
individual quintet tracks (but not from the test set).
In all multiple F0 estimation experiments, magnitude STFTs were used
for both training and testing, rather than basing analysis on spectral peaks
taken from a sinusoidal model.
The following experiments were coded in MatLab.
5.4.1 F0-tracking experiment on random note mixtures
assembled from the RWC dataset, trained on similar
data
5.4.1.1 RWC dataset
The RWC musical instrument dataset [24] was used for both the multiple-
instrument pitch tracking and the source separation experiments. This dataset
consists of note samples from a variety of instruments played with different
dynamics and articulations by three different players. Two players were used
for training, and the third was used for the test phase. Seven instruments
were chosen from the RWC dataset, alto saxophone, bassoon, clarinet, flute,
oboe, and violin. For each polyphony from duet to quintet, 1000 note samples
were chosen randomly from each instrument for a particular player. Sam-
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ples were then mixed starting 200 milliseconds after their onset time for a
duration of 1.16 seconds (100 frames with a hop size of 11.6 milliseconds).
5.4.1.2 Experiment setup
The system was trained for each pitch of each instrument using samples from
two players using NMF with KL divergence on the magnitude STFT. The
test set was taken from a third player, as described earlier.
Multiple-F0 tracks for the test set were estimated using the proposed hier-
archical method. Sparsity constraints, as described in Section 3.4.2.1, were
enforced on pitch and instrument probabilities in EM iterations. Continu-
ity was enforced on pitch probabilities using post-processing as described in
Section 5.2.4.
5.4.1.3 Results
Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure were calculated using the metrics
described in Section 5.3. Results can be seen in Table 5.2
Table 5.2: Average performance of the proposed method on 1000 random
mixtures from each polyphony for the experiment in Section 5.4.1.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.96 0.92 0.84 0.73 0.86
Precision 0.96 0.92 0.84 0.73 0.86
Recall 0.96 0.92 0.84 0.73 0.86
F-Measure 0.96 0.92 0.84 0.73 0.86
All metrics are equal in Table 5.2 because all instruments in the mixtures
are always active. This automatically results in zero false positives (FP) and
zero true negatives (TN). Also, the proposed method reports negative only
when the input mixture is silent. Therefore, false negatives are also zero.
Consequently, because FP=TN=FN=0, all metrics are inherently equal to∑
i
∑
m
TPCi,m∑
i
∑
m
TPi,m
. (5.26)
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A bar plot corresponding to Table 5.2 can be seen in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
on 1000 random mixtures from each polyphony of the RWC samples for the
experiment in Section 5.4.1.
hence become equal to each other.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks are shown in Figure
5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Histograms of the accuracies of estimating pitch tracks in 1000
random mixtures for each polyphony from duet to quintet for the
experiment in Section 5.4.1.
5.4.2 F0-tracking experiment on real-world recordings using
the hierarchical method with sparsity constraints,
trained on the RWC dataset
5.4.2.1 Woodwind quintet recording
A continuous-audio woodwind quintet recording was made of a performance
by five musicians (four faculty and one graduate student) at the School of
Music of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The recording is
of the fifth variation from “Variations” transcribed by A. J. Andraud [62]
taken from what was originally the String Quartet Op.18, No.5 by L. van
Beethoven. Each part was recorded separately while the performer listened
to the four other parts (recorded in a previous session) through headphones
[63, 64]. Close-microphone recording was done to minimize reverberation.
This piece is highly contrapuntal in that there is no one dominant instru-
ment and each instrument plays a different variation on the principal melody
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simultaneously with the others. Also, instruments are not guaranteed to be
active all the time.
Five 30-sec sections were chosen from each of the piece’s main sections.
For each section, instruments are mixed from duo to quintet by adding one
more instrument to the same section for each polyphony, resulting in four
test clips for each section.
The woodwind quintet (WWQ) dataset was used for all of the following
experiments.
5.4.2.2 Experiment setup
In this experiment, the system was trained on the RWC dataset STFT spec-
tra using NMF with KL divergence to produce a set of basis spectra. For
the training set, for each pitch of each instrument of the training set, 30
basis spectral vectors were estimated from 27 samples taken from the RWC
dataset. The samples include three different dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte),
three different articulations (normal, vibrato, staccato), and three different
players.
For the test phase, the proposed method from Section 3.4 was used with
sparsity constraints in the EM iterations on the continuous-audio testset
data.
5.4.2.3 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 5.3
Table 5.3: Average performances for each polyphony for the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.2.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.69 0.57 0.46 0.39 0.53
Precision 0.67 0.54 0.42 0.34 0.49
Recall 0.68 0.58 0.45 0.41 0.53
F-Measure 0.67 0.56 0.43 0.36 0.51
A bar plot of the Table 5.3 data can be seen in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
tested on five clips of each polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.2.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks can be seen in Figure
5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks for five
clips from each polyphony constructed from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.2.
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5.4.3 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical method with sparsity and continuity
constraints, trained on the RWC dataset
The woodwind quintet (WWQ) dataset was used for this experiment.
5.4.3.1 Experiment setup
This experiment is the same as the previous one, except that continuity is
added in the test phase.
The system was trained on the RWC dataset. For each pitch of each
instrument, 30 basis vectors were estimated from 27 samples from the RWC
dataset. The samples include three different dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte),
three different articulations (normal, vibrato, staccato), and three different
players. NMF with KL divergence was used to train the system on the STFT
magnitude spectra.
The proposed method from Section 3.4 was used with the sparsity and
continuity constraints in EM iterations.
5.4.3.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 5.4
Table 5.4: Average performance of each polyphony for the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.3.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.69 0.58 0.47 0.40 0.54
Precision 0.68 0.55 0.43 0.35 0.50
Recall 0.69 0.59 0.46 0.42 0.54
F-Measure 0.68 0.57 0.44 0.37 0.52
A bar plot of Table 5.4 can be seen in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
tested on five clips of each polyphony from the WWQ recording for the
experiment in Section 5.4.3.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks are shown in Figure
5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks for five
clips from each polyphony constructed from the WWQ recording for the
experiment in Section 5.4.3.
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5.4.4 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical method with sparsity constraints and HMM
post-processing, trained on the RWC dataset
5.4.4.1 Experiment setup
The experiment was the same as the previous experiment except that this
time the continuity constraints were not enforced inside the EM iterations.
Instead, HMM post-processing was performed on the estimated pitch prob-
abilities as described in 5.2.4
5.4.4.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 5.5
Table 5.5: Average performance for each polyphony for the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.4.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.70 0.61 0.49 0.42 0.56
Precision 0.68 0.59 0.45 0.37 0.53
Recall 0.70 0.63 0.48 0.44 0.56
F-Measure 0.69 0.61 0.46 0.39 0.54
A bar plot corresponding to Table 5.5 is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
tested on five clips from each polyphony constructed from the WWQ
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.4.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks can be seen in Figure
5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Histograms of the accuracies of estimating pitch tracks for five
clips from each polyphony constructed from the WWQ recording for the
experiment in Section 5.4.4.
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5.4.5 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical model with sparsity and continuity
constraints, trained on similar data
5.4.5.1 Experiment setup
The woodwind quintet recording consists of different sections where each
section represents a variation on the same theme that is repeated throughout
the section. For the test phase, 30-sec clips were cut from five different
sections.
The system was trained on the remainder of each section. Frames hav-
ing the approximate F0 were grouped together. Ten basis spectra for each
pitch were learned using NMF with KL divergence on the magnitude STFT
spectra.
For the test phase, the proposed hierarchical method was used with sparsity
and continuity constraints inside the EM iterations.
5.4.5.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 5.6
Table 5.6: Average performances for each polyphony for a woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.5.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.85 0.77 0.71 0.65 0.74
Precision 0.86 0.77 0.72 0.63 0.75
Recall 0.87 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.79
F-Measure 0.86 0.79 0.72 0.67 0.76
A bar plot corresponding to Table 5.7 can be seen in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
tested on five clips from each polyphony constructed from the WWQ
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.5.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks can be seen in Figure
5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Histograms of the accuracies of estimating pitch tracks for five
clips from each polyphony constructed from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.5.
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5.4.6 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical model with sparsity constraint and HMM
post-processing, trained on similar data
5.4.6.1 Experiment setup
This experiment was the same as the previous experiment except that time
continuity constraints were not enforced inside the EM iterations. Instead,
HMM post-processing was performed on the estimated pitch probabilities.
5.4.6.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony are shown in Table 5.7
Table 5.7: Average performance on each polyphony for the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.6.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.85 0.77 0.70 0.64 0.74
Precision 0.87 0.78 0.71 0.63 0.74
Recall 0.87 0.81 0.74 0.74 0.79
F-Measure 0.87 0.79 0.71 0.66 0.76
A bar plot of the Table 5.7 can be seen in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Bar plot of average performance of the proposed method
tested on five clips from each polyphony from duet to quintet from WWQ
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.6.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimating pitch tracks are shown in Figure
5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Histogram of the accuracies of the estimated pitch tracks for
five clips from each polyphony constructed from WWQ recording for the
experiment in Section 5.4.6.
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5.4.7 Experiment on real-world recording by first separating
sources without F0 priors, then estimating individual
track F0s, with sparsity constraint and HMM
post-processing, trained on the RWC dataset
5.4.7.1 Experiment setup
The data and the experimental method are the same as the previous exper-
iment except that the mixture is first separated using the proposed hierar-
chical method (without F0 priors), trained on the RWC dataset. Then, F0
tracks are estimated from each separated signal using the proposed method
with sparsity constraints and HMM post-processing.
5.4.7.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 5.8
Table 5.8: Average performance on each polyphony on the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.7.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
Accuracy 0.44 0.25 0.28 0.24 0.30
Precision 0.39 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.22
Recall 0.41 0.17 0.21 0.19 0.24
F-Measure 0.40 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.23
A bar plot of Table 5.8 can be seen in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
tested on five clips from each polyphony constructed from the WWQ
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.7.
Histograms of the accuracies of estimated pitch tracks can be seen in Figure
5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Histograms of accuracies of the estimated pitch tracks for five
clips from each polyphony constructed from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 5.4.7.
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5.5 F0 Track Plots
A 10-second section from the woodwind quintet dataset was analyzed by the
multiple F0 MatLab program set for one of two best-performing experiments
(see Subsections 5.4.4 and 5.4.6). The ground-truth and estimated F0 tracks
are compared by plotting F0-vs.-time for each.
5.5.1 F0 track plots for a small segment from a real-world
recording using the hierarchical model with sparsity
constraint and HMM post-processing, trained on RWC
The experiment setup is exactly the same as in Subsection 5.4.4.
F0-vs.-time graphs for duet, trio and quartet and quintet can be seen in
Figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22.
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Figure 5.19: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for a
bassoon-clarinet duet for the experiment in Section 5.4.4.
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Figure 5.20: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for a
bassoon-clarinet-oboe trio for the experiment in Section 5.4.4.
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Figure 5.21: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for a
bassoon-clarinet-oboe-horn quartet for the experiment in Section 5.4.4.
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Figure 5.22: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for a
bassoon-clarinet-oboe-horn-flute quintet for the experiment in Section 5.4.4.
5.5.2 F0 track plots for a small segment from a real-world
recording using the hierarchical model with sparsity
constraint and HMM post-processing, trained on similar
data
The experiment setup is exactly the same as in Subsection 5.4.6.
Graphs for duet, trio and quartet and quintet can be seen in Figures 5.23,
5.24, 5.25, and 5.26.
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Figure 5.23: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for
bassoon-clarinet duet for the experiment in Section 5.4.6.
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Figure 5.24: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for
bassoon-clarinet-oboe trio for the experiment in Section 5.4.6.
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Figure 5.25: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for a
bassoon-clarinet-oboe-horn quartet for the experiment in Section 5.4.6.
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Figure 5.26: Ground-truth (top) and estimated (bottom) F0 tracks for a
bassoon-clarinet-oboe-horn-flute quintet for the experiment in Section 5.4.6.
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5.6 Discussion
Various experiment settings and their accuracies are summarized in Table
5.9
Table 5.9: Summary of various experiment settings and their accuracies.
Test Set Training
Set
Sparsity Continuity HMM
Continuity
Accuracy
Range
Average
Accuracy
RWC RWC Y N Y 0.73-0.96 0.86
WWQ RWC Y N N 0.39-0.69 0.53
WWQ RWC Y Y N 0.40-0.69 0.54
WWQ RWC Y N Y 0.42-0.70 0.56
WWQ WWQ Y Y N 0.65-0.85 0.74
WWQ WWQ Y N Y 0.64-0.85 0.74
WWQ
(sep.)
RWC Y N N 0.24-0.44 0.3
The results indicate that the proposed method achieves very high F0-
estimation accuracies on random mixtures from the RWC dataset. The main
reason for this result is that the RWC dataset as a library is a very accurate
representation of the test data, although it was derived from different players.
Test samples were chosen from the normal articulation subset and cut from
the steady parts of the tones (200 ms after the first onset for 1.16 sec). Also,
the library was trained on normal articulation tones, and in every case during
the test phase, all sources are active on every frame. This results in higher
scores because the proposed method tends to report pitches for each source
unless the pitch candidates are out of range of its library or the whole input
mixture’s rms amplitude drops below a designated threshold.
Ehmann [65] performed similar evaluations on the RWC dataset for his
Ph.D dissertation. He tested his iterative estimation-cancellation method us-
ing high-resolution analysis on 1000 random mixtures from each polyphony
from duet to quartet in the RWC dataset. The results were evaluated for
multiple-pitch estimation (not multiple-tracking) and compared with a state-
of-the-art multiple-pitch estimation algorithm that was developed by Yeh
[33]. Yeh’s algorithm has currently achieved the highest multiple F0 estima-
tion score measured by the MIREX multiple F0 estimation task [66]. The
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reported accuracies for multiple-pitch estimation in these experiments were
0.87, 0.83, and 0.78 for Ehmann’s high-resolution method and 0.87, 0.87, and
0.84 for Yeh’s method for duet, trio, and quartet mixtures. The proposed
method scored 0.96, 0.92, and 0.84 for the same cases. Note that although
multiple-pitch tracking is a more difficult problem than multiple-pitch esti-
mation (where pitches are not associated with timbres), the other methods
were unsupervised methods where instrument libraries were not used.
As expected, the current algorithm’s estimation performance was lower
for the continuous-audio real-world recordings (woodwind quintet) than the
multiple single-note case. For one thing, the WWQ dataset is highly con-
trapuntal. Any of the instruments can become predominant or subdued in
different parts of the recording. Also, instruments can be completely or oc-
casionally absent during various sections, which contributed to the proposed
method creating false positive results.
Looking at the results in different experimental settings on the WWQ
dataset, we can see that incorporating continuity in the EM iterations slightly
improved accuracy. Using HMM (a type of continuity constraint) as a post-
process improved accuracy a little more. Although these improvements are
numerically small, they are still are important because continuity improves
smoothness of the pitch tracks, thus alleviating artifacts caused by undesired
roughness. Unfortunately, enforcing continuity can adversely increase pitch
error for a less dominant instrument in cases where the system mistakenly
begins to follow a more dominant instrument’s pitch track and adheres to it
for some period of time.
Comparing the experiments done with different training sets for the WWQ
test set, we can see that performance increased greatly when the system used
a similar dataset for training. Training the system on the non-test half of
the WWQ dataset improved the average accuracy of the test samples by
≈ 50%. We can conclude that the RWC dataset cannot very well capture the
dynamics of the WWQ dataset that was performed by professional musicians
with their own unique styles.
The WWQ dataset is also used in the MIREX multiple F0 estimation task.
The state-of-the-art system by Yeh [33] performed on average 0.65 for the
WWQ part of the MIREX multiple F0 dataset [66]. Again, these evaluations
were done as multiple-pitch estimation not tracking. The MIREX multiple-
pitch tracking task was employed only in 2010 [67]. Its only participant, Duan
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et al. [68], scored 0.19 accuracy on the WWQ part of the dataset. However,
keep in mind that in this MIREX task, the participants did not attempt to
utilize instrument information or the maximum number of instruments to
attempt to enhance their tracking score.
5.7 Summary
Although the similar problems, multiple F0 estimation and note tracking,
have been attempted by many researchers before, the multiple-instrument
pitch-tracking problem, where particular instruments are assigned to each
pitch, has hardly been studied. In this chapter, the proposed hierarchical
method for multiple-instrument pitch tracking was tested on two different
datasets, random note mixtures from the RWC dataset and real-world record-
ings from a woodwind quintet dataset. Pitch tracking was performed using
the proposed decomposition method, utilizing instrument spectrum libraries.
Good accuracies were achieved on both datasets, especially when the system
was trained on similar data.
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CHAPTER 6
SOURCE SEPARATION
Sound-source separation systems have been of great interest in many research
areas, and during the past decade the popularity of such tools has increased.
Applications abound in sound editing, enhanced spatialization, music-minus-
one, karaoke, music classification/identification, music transcription, compu-
tational musicology, and creative music applications.
However, despite the advent of very fast computers and vast available
memory, musical source separation remains a difficult and challenging prob-
lem. Therefore, most current solutions focus on solving problems that have a
number of restrictions on the input signal and the types of sources that can
be recovered. In this work, the assumptions are: (1) the signal is monaural;
(2) reverberation is minimal; (3) background noise is minimal; (4) the source
signals consist of sinusoids whose frequencies are harmonically related to a
fundamental frequency f0; (5) the fundamental frequencies of each source fol-
low a series of steps (corresponding to musical notes), although consecutive
repeated f0 are allowed; (6) the sources are spectrally distinct and are similar
to sources in a spectral library; (7) within notes, harmonic amplitudes and
frequencies are expected to vary, but once steady-state is established these
variations are limited in size and their rate of change; (8) for separation, it
is most often assumed that the ground-truth f0-vs.-time tracks are known a
priori.
6.1 Problem Description
The objective of monaural musical sound source separation is to recover
individual musical sources from a single-channel polyphonic mixture signal.
When individual sounds are mixed together, the observed signal in the time-
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domain is the linear superposition of each source.
s(t) =
I∑
i=1
xi(t), (6.1)
where xi(t) is the i
th source and s(t) is the mixture signal. The goal is to
estimate individual sources xi(t) from s(t). This is an ill-posed problem.
As Ellis has remarked [69], this problem is impossible to solve without the
availability of some information about the sources.
Note that monaural music source separation can be more challenging than
comparable monaural speech separation. For one thing, sounds produced by
musical instruments typically have much wider ranges of spectral and tem-
poral variations than single-talker speech utterances. Different instruments
have different production models. Also, much music is written in such a
way that sources overlap in both the time and frequency domains, whereas
in speech mixtures, talkers rarely have similar f0 or are temporally synchro-
nized. Therefore, resolving overlapped harmonic frequencies has become an
important problem in musical sound source separation [13, 70, 71].
6.2 Relevant Previous Work
Source separation methods can be classified into four categories: multichan-
nel methods, unsupervised methods, model-based methods, and auditory-
scene-analysis-inspired methods. This dissertation is focused on single chan-
nel recordings where spatial information is not available. Therefore, tech-
niques such as beamforming [72] and independent component analysis [73]
are not applicable. In this section, only methods that work on monaural
recordings are reviewed.
6.2.1 Unsupervised methods
Unsupervised methods use basis decomposition techniques such as non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) and independent subspace analysis (ISA) to
model an input mixture as a linear combination of a limited set of basis
vectors. These methods assume that each source corresponds to a disjoint
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set of spectral basis vectors which can be clustered to form individual sources.
Helen and Virtanen [74] used NMF and support vector machines to separate
drums from polyphonic music. Smaragdis [75] used NMF to extract sound
objects from monophonic input. Schmidt and Olsson [76] used NMF to
separate speech signals. Virtanen [77] used NMF with temporal continuity
and sparseness criteria to separate audio signals. Casey and Westner [78]
and Dubnov [79] used ISA to extract sound objects from polyphonic audio.
FitzGerald et al. [80] and Uhle et al. [81] used ISA to extract drum tracks
from polyphonic music.
6.2.2 Model-based methods
Model-based methods utilize some aspects of individual sources which assist
in separating them from a multiple-source mixture. (The proposed method
falls under this category.) Most model-based methods first train on mono-
phonic sources and estimate parameters associated with the models used
(e.g., the sinusoidal model). Learned models from different sources are com-
bined and some parameters are fixed. An input mixture is then analyzed by
keeping some parameters fixed and estimating the remainder of the parame-
ters. For example, the spectral basis vectors for each source can be fixed and
their time-varying weights can be estimated from the observed mixture.
Some separation methods assume little about source spectral structure
and pitch. Mallat and Zhang [82] used a matching pursuit algorithm with
Garbor dictionaries to separate some speech and chirp signals. Mysore and
Smaragdis [60] used a non-negative hidden-Markov model, taking advantage
of temporal as well as spectral information, to separate two talkers, one fe-
male and one male. Also, some researchers have used Bayesian models for
the source separation problem. For example, Godsill and Davy [51] used
a Bayesian harmonic model to determine f0-vs.-time tracks for two instru-
ments, leading to the possibility of separation. Cemgil et al. [83] used a
Gibbs sampler and a Bayesian source separator to separate a mixture of
speech, piano, and guitar.
Several researchers have used harmonic models. Maher [84] assumed a
harmonic model for two musical sources and used an F0-guided binary mask
to separate sources from instrumental and vocal duets. Bay and Beauchamp
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[28] used prestored spectra to repair harmonic overlaps (aka collisions) in an
F0-guided source separation problem applied to a trio of harmonic instru-
ments. Every and Szymanski [70] used sinusoidal analysis in an F0-guided
source separation problem and resolved harmonic overlaps by means of spec-
tral filtering. Klapuri [85] used a harmonic model with spectral smoothness
to achieve both multiple-pitch estimation and separation. Virtanen and Kla-
puri [86] used sinusoidal modeling to separate harmonic sound sources. Li
et al. [71] used an F0-guided method, called common amplitude modulation,
which corrected overlapped harmonics by having their amplitude envelopes
mimic a predominant non-overlapped harmonic’s envelope.
6.2.3 Auditory scene analysis
The auditory scene analysis (ASA) concept was first proposed by Bregman
[55] as an attempt to simulate the way humans use cues to group or segregate
sounds. Sound objects are formed from partial tracks by grouping them based
on cues like common onset, common offset, common amplitude or frequency
modulation, frequency proximity, and harmonic concordance. Computer-
based auditory scene analysis (CASA) has been attempted by Brown [87],
Kashino and Tanaka [56], Mellinger [88], Abe and Ando [89], and Ellis [90].
The main criticism of CASA is its bottom-up approach. A mixture signal
is analyzed to form a time-frequency representation. Then, time-frequency
points are grouped together to form sound objects which are in turn grouped
together to form sources. An error in the early stages of this process can
easily propagate to later stages.
6.3 Separation Using a Spectral Library
In this section, methods for audio source separation using a spectral library
are presented. First, source separation using the hierarchical decomposition
method proposed in Section 3.4 is presented. Then, a score-informed source
separation method is discussed.
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6.3.1 Source separation using a proposed hierarchical model
As explained in Section 3.4 and later used for multiple-instrument pitch track-
ing in Chapter 5, the proposed model can be also be employed for source
separation. The idea is very similar to the pitch-tracking method, where
weights for the pitches and instrument spectra were used to estimate the F0
tracks for each source. For separation, the sources are reconstructed using
pre-learned basis vectors taken from the instrument library, their estimated
weights, as well as estimated weights for the notes and instruments. The
generative model for polyphonic audio is given as
Sm(f) ∼= Pm(f) =
∑
i
Pm(i)
∑
n∈pi
Pm(p|i)
∑
z∈zpi
Pm(z|p)Ppi(f |z), (6.2)
where Sm(f) is the spectral magnitude of a peak at frequency f for the
observed input mixture spectrum at frame m; Pm(f) is an approximation of
the input spectrum scaled to sum up to 1; Pm(i) is the estimated probability
of occurrence of pitch p of instrument i given instrument i at frame m,
whereas Pm(p|i) is the estimated probability that pitch p is produced by
instrument i; Ppi(f |z) is the learned spectral basis vector for the pitch p of
instrument i; and Pm(z|p) is the probability (weight) of that basis vector.
The model formulated in Equation 6.2, is designed to explain the mixture
magnitude spectrum hierarchically as the sum of N individual pitched signals
from I different instruments, where the dictionary corresponding to each
pitch/instrument has Rpi elements.
Source separation can then be performed according to the presented model
as follows:
1. Train on isolated instruments using PLCA to estimate the spectral
basis vectors Ppi(f |z).
2. Given a spectrogram of a sound mixture, estimate model parameters
Pm(z|p), Pm(p|i), Pm(i) for Equation 6.2 while keeping learned spectral
basis vectors Ppi(f |z) fixed.
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3. The spectra for source j can be reconstructed as
Xj,m(f) = Sm(f)Pm(i)
∑
p∈pi
Pm(p|i)
∑
z∈zpi
Pm(z|p)Ppi(f |z). (6.3)
4. Obtain the time-domain signal by inverse (overlap-add) FFT synthesis.
Equation 6.3 can be thought of as a soft mask as opposed to a binary mask
[91]. For a particular source, a binary mask commonly applied to a mixture
spectrogram assigns all of the amplitude in each harmonic’s DFT bin (or
consecutive group of bins) to an individual source. The soft mask as defined
by Equation 6.3 only assigns portions those amplitudes to a particular source,
depending on the expected values of the amplitudes.
6.3.2 Score-informed source separation
As mentioned earlier, sound source separation is, in general, a very challeng-
ing problem, and, unfortunately, there is no method to accurately represent
the individual sources unless some prior information about the sources is
known. In the method described in Section 6.3.1, the prior information is
learned spectral dictionaries. In score-informed source separation, prior in-
formation also consists of the fundamental frequencies (F0s) of the sources
as functions of time. Because MIDI files are vastly available online, equal-
tempered F0 data can often be obtained for particular music compositions
and then time-aligned by means of special audio-to-MIDI alignment programs
[90].
A primary assumption for this dissertation is that musical sound sources
can be represented by harmonic series based on their specific fundamen-
tal frequencies. Musical instruments that produce sustained tones, such as
trumpet, clarinet, flute, and violin, largely satisfy this criterion. Pitched
percussive instruments, such as piano and guitar, approximately satisfy the
criterion, but their partials are only approximately harmonic due to frequency
stretching [92]. The harmonic assumption is not required in previously devel-
oped sinusoidal models such as those by McAulay and Quatieri [2] and Serra
and Smith [3], where no attempt is made to identify sources. However, with
the harmonic sound source model, within an analysis frame where sinusoids
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are assumed to have fixed harmonic amplitudes and frequencies, each source
can be modeled as
xi,m(t) =
Hi∑
hi
ahii,m cos(2pif
hi
i,mt+ φ
hi
i,m), (6.4)
where ahii,m, f
hi
i,m = hif0i,m , and φ
hi
i.m are the amplitude, frequency, and phase
of harmonic component hi of source i during frame m. Assuming none of the
harmonics are overlapped from other sources, the amplitudes and frequencies
for each harmonic can be estimated from the input mixture using methods
described in Chapter 2. Then, one can attempt to reconstruct the individual
sources based on Equation 6.4. However, as mentioned in Chapter 5, har-
monic overlapping is an serious problem. Simply reconstructing the sources
from the sinusoidal analysis of a mixture will result in strong interference in
harmonics which are overlapped from other sources. In this section, a spec-
tral library is used with the decomposition methods described in Chapter 3
to re-estimate the overlapped harmonics.
The idea behind using a spectral library is that if some information is
known about the spectra of the sources, this information can be used to decide
how to distribute amplitudes between sources for the overlapped harmonics.
This is done by decomposing every frame of the mixture signal spectra onto
the spectral library and recreating each source using the library. This is
related to source separation using the proposed model presented in Section
6.3, where it is assumed that the F0 information is not known. On the other
hand, if each instrument’s F0 track is known, then the P (p|i) are observed,
hence their probability becomes unity. Therefore, for the case where the F0s
are known, the method reduces to using either NMF or PLCA.
Since NMF and PLCA are equivalent and NMF is easier to implement (and
to understand), NMF has been chosen as the main decomposition method
for F0-guided separation. With this method, each source is reconstructed
using estimated weights and their associated spectral basis vectors. However,
this time only the overlapped harmonics are replaced from the libraries, and
the non-overlapped harmonics are taken from the sinusoidal analysis of the
input spectrum “as is.” The goal is to use the non-corrupt components of
the original mixture spectrum as much as possible and only use the NMF
results when harmonics have been overlapped by other sources, as predicted
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by the F0s.
Another choice is for the input mixture and the library spectra to be rep-
resented by their harmonic amplitudes and approximate frequencies (i.e., the
sinusoidal model) as opposed to magnitude STFT spectra, which are often
used with NMF. Complications due to the idiosyncratic nature of real acous-
tic sources led to this decision. For example, real acoustic instruments do not
strictly adhere to standard equal-tempered pitches, so there are likely to be
tuning/playing differences for notes across different players and instruments.
Also, frequency peaks often shift between their associated bins, resulting in
poor projections onto the library spectra. However, with the use of harmonic
amplitudes at specific approximate frequencies, frequency differences do not
have an effect on the decomposition. And in the case of missing pitches in
the library, harmonic spectra which have the closest F0s can be substituted
or interpolated.
It should be remarked that for this dissertation, even though the sinusoidal
model is used for NMF source separation, sinusoidal additive synthesis (as
described in Chapter 2) is not the preferred method, although it occasionally
has been used. Instead, for each frame, the DFT is re-created using a method
called “inverse-FFT” [91], which includes the overlap-add method (see Chap-
ter 2) to synthesize the output time-domain signal. The IFFT method has
two advantages: (1) it computes faster than additive synthesis; (2) for sep-
aration of non-overlapped harmonics, it is better to ignore the NMF results
and use the input spectral regions directly to gain subtleties inherent in the
mixture that might be lost when synthesizing directly from the sinusoidal
representation.
It should also be remarked that the author’s implementation of the NMF
method works strictly on one frame at a time. In other words, all frames are
completely independent of one another. For each frame m, the F0-guided
NMF method proceeds as follows:
First, sinusoidal analysis is performed on the input mixture spectrum.
Then, the resulting spectrum is culled to keep only peaks corresponding to
the harmonics of the expected F0s in the mixture, and the amplitudes of these
peaks {Ak} and associated frequencies {fk} now constitute the input mix-
ture spectrum amplitude and frequency vectors, where k is an index that runs
from 1 to K. Predicted multiple source harmonic frequencies that are closer
together than 6 bins are combined into single (overlapped) peaks. While the
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spectrum amplitude vector represents the input mixture spectrum, we note
that in general its corresponding frequencies are not uniformly spaced. Also,
because the mixture peaks consist of all the harmonics of the active instru-
ment f0 that have been previously identified, the number of peaks in the
input mixture will generally exceed the number of harmonics in each indi-
vidual basis spectrum corresponding to a source at a particular f0. However,
the basis vectors must be aligned with the input because of their function
in the matrices used for decomposition. That is, to decompose the mixture
vector onto a spectral basis vector, both must have the same number of ele-
ments. To overcome this problem, the harmonic amplitude basis vectors are
augmented according to the additional peak frequencies in the input mixture.
Thus, each augmented basis vector b˜k,r consists of the harmonic amplitudes
of an original basis vector bk,r plus zeros inserted (in frequency order) for the
mixture peak frequencies which are not harmonics of the f0 associated with
that basis vector. The augmented vectors all have K frequencies, some of
which correspond to harmonics of the original basis vectors. Let each instru-
ment have Hi harmonics. Then the number of zeros that must be inserted
to augment the ith instrument basis vector is K −Hi.
Further, let each instrument i have R1 basis vectors, so for I instruments,
the total number of basis vectors is R = IR1. Let the harmonic amplitudes
of an original basis vector be given by bi,n[h], which is the n
th basis vector for
instrument i, with 1 ≤ n ≤ R1 and 1 ≤ h ≤ Hi. (h is the harmonic number.)
Then the augmented basis vector elements are given by
b˜k,r = frequencysort
{
bi,n[h] , for fk = hf0i
0 , otherwise,
(6.5)
where b˜k,r is the k
th element of the rthaugmented harmonic amplitude basis
vector taken from the nth vector of the ith instrument’s basis vector set, so
that r is given by r = (i − 1)R1 + n. Like the mixture input spectrum, the
number of frequency positions in each augmented basis vector is now K.
It follows that we can estimate the input amplitude spectrum as
Aˆ[k] =
R∑
r=1
wr · b˜k,r, k = 1 . . . K, (6.6)
where Aˆ[k] is the kth peak amplitude of the estimated input, corresponding
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to the ascending peak frequencies fˆk in the mixture spectrum. Each wr is a
weight which corresponds to the rth harmonic basis vector taken from one of
the instrument libraries.
Once the weights have been estimated, the harmonic spectrum of each
separate instrument can be reconstructed by simply multiplying the corre-
sponding basis vectors with the weights and adding the products:
a˘i[k] =
∑
r∈Ri
wr · b˜k,r, (6.7)
where a˘i[k] is the instrument’s estimated amplitude spectrum for the current
frame, and Ri is the subset of basis vectors that belongs to instrument i.
We can also formulate the problem in matrix notation as

A1
A2
...
AK
 ≈

b˜1,1 b˜1,2 . . . b˜1,R1
...
...
... . . . b˜1,R
b˜2,1 b˜2,2 . . . b˜2,R1
...
...
... . . . b˜2,R
...
... . . .
...
... b˜k,r
... . . .
...
b˜K,1 b˜K,2 . . . b˜K,R1
...
...
... . . . b˜K,R
×

w1
w2
...
wR
 , (6.8)
where the left side column vector represents the mixture peak amplitudes.
The middle K ×R matrix consists of the library amplitude spectra, divided
into sections for each instrument; each column corresponds to a basis vector
from the library. The rightmost column vector represents the weights to be
determined.
After the weights are determined, each instrument can be separated out by
linearly combining the corresponding section of the matrix with the weights,
yielding amplitudes a˘i[h]. Harmonic frequencies are assumed to be fi[h] =
hf0i . Because the weights are non-negative, the resulting separated signal
tends to lie on the same subspace as the expected instrument. Still, some
errors can be expected. Therefore, the NMF results are used only for the
overlapped harmonics. Amplitudes of harmonics which are declared to be
non-overlapped are taken to be equal to the corresponding peak amplitudes
of the mixture signal.
It should be mentioned that the aforementioned approximation problem in-
volves a system of equations that could be easily solved by least-squares (LS).
However LS would tend to assign negative weights to some of the spectra in
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the library in order to optimize approximation of the input. This unfortu-
nately leads to separated spectra that are outside the expected instrument’s
subspace, rendering the library useless.
6.3.2.1 Adaptive overlap estimation
One of the main advantages of the NMF method is that it provides the means
for making adaptive decisions about whether a source’s harmonic should be
treated as overlapped, based on the predicted severity of its overlap with
harmonics of other sources. Recent state-of-the-art systems (e.g., [70, 71])
have used a simple threshold for overlap detection: For example, if two or
more sources’ harmonics are closer to each other than a certain frequency,
depending on the size of the main lobe of the transformed window function,
each one would be assumed to be overlapped. However, this method does not
take into account the relative amplitudes of the harmonics. It is frequently
the case that a weak relatively high harmonic (e.g., no. 10) of an instrument
with a low f0 (e.g., 100 Hz) will coincide with a strong low harmonic (e.g., no.
1) of a higher f0 (e.g., 1000 Hz) instrument. In that case, the best decision is
to declare the weak high harmonic of the first instrument to be overlapped,
while declaring the strong low harmonic of the second instrument to be non-
overlapped. With NMF, the possibility that this situation has occurred is
determined by comparing the predicted relative amplitudes of the harmonics
in an overlap. First, each harmonic is checked for overlap using a frequency
threshold. In the current implementation, they are assumed to be overlapped
if they are closer to each other than six DFT bins. Then, the overlapped
harmonic amplitudes are compared using the NMF reconstruction results for
the common frequency. If the estimated amplitude of a source’s overlapped
harmonic is more than 10 times the sum of the estimated amplitudes of
the other sources’ harmonics in the overlap, the overlap is ignored for the
dominant source, and the corresponding mixture peak amplitude is passed
through to that source’s separated signal output. For the other sources, the
overlapped harmonic amplitudes are replaced by the NMF-predicted values.
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6.3.2.2 Separated source output synthesis with repaired overlapped
harmonics
Because the NMF procedure results in a series of component amplitudes
a˘i,m[h] and frequencies f˘i,m[h] at a series of time frames, it would seem nat-
ural to synthesize to the time domain using additive sinusoidal synthesis,
as described in Chapter 2, and this has been done. However, for reasons
given previously, the preferred method for source separation is to return to
working with the input DFT data for each frame: First, DFT bins centered
on the harmonics of each source’s fundamental frequency are identified, and
the center bins plus ±3 bins around them are kept while zeroing the other
bins between the harmonics. This is equivalent to a binary mask [38, 93].
Then, the spectra in the overlapped regions of the DFT are replaced by
reconstructing discrete transforms from the NMF results. This is done by
convolving each peak (in the frequency domain) with a 64-times oversampled
transform window function, down-sampling the results at the normal DFT
bin frequencies, and replacing the original overlapped DFT data with the re-
constructed data. However, phase information, which is not analyzed by the
NMF method, is passed through from the input for all harmonics, including
the overlapped harmonics.
It should be remarked that because portions of spectra between harmonics
are not represented, separated sources may sound “cleaner” than expected.
Admittedly this is a problem for source types (e.g., percussion) that have
necessary and desirable noise components, but noise unfortunately must be
excluded from the analysis/synthesis model for the method addressed in this
dissertation to be effective, unless it can be absorbed into the harmonic
representation.
6.4 Evaluation Methods
The BSS EVAL tool box [94] has been used for quantitative evaluations of
the separation performances. The tool box models the estimated source sˆ(t)
to be decomposed into the sum
sˆ(t) = starget(t) + einterf (t) + eartif (t) + enoise(t), (6.9)
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where starget(t) is “allowed error in target source” si(t), einterf (t) is “allowed
error of the sources due to interferences of other sources”, eartif (t) is “arti-
facts of the separation algorithm”, and enoise(t) is “perturbing noise.” Noise
signals are not treated in our experiments; therefore, the last term is ignored.
starget(t), einterf (t) and eartif (t) are calculated by orthogonal projections.
starget = Psi sˆi, (6.10)
einterf = Pssˆi − Psi sˆi, (6.11)
eartif = sˆi − Pssˆi, (6.12)
where sˆi is the i
th estimated source and the projectors are defined as
Psi =
∏
{sj}, (6.13)
Ps =
∏
{(si′ )1≤i′≤n}, (6.14)
where
∏{y1 . . . yn} denotes the orthogonal projector on the subspace spanned
by the vectors y1 . . . yn.
Calculation of starget is a simple inner product. The projection of the
estimated source to the original source.
starget =< sˆi, si > si/||si||2, (6.15)
where < ·, · > denotes the inner product.
Calculation of einterf is more complicated. einterf is the projection of the
estimated source onto the subspace of all other sources. If all sources are
mutually orthogonal then
einterf =
∑
i′ 6=i
< sˆi, si′ > si′/||si′ ||2, (6.16)
which is the sum of the projection of the estimated source onto other sources.
If the sources are not mutually orthogonal, then a vector of coefficients c is
used such that
Pssˆi =
n∑
i′
ci′si′ , (6.17)
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and c is given by
C = R−1ss [< sˆi, s1 >, . . . , < sˆi, sn >]
T , (6.18)
where R−1ss is the Gram matrix of the sources defined by the inner products
(Rss)ii′ =< si, si′ >. Once Ps is calculated, eartif can be calculated as in
Equation 6.12.
Four evaluation metrics are used. The first three are the BSS EVAL tool
box standard error measures:
(1) Source-to-Distortion Ratio
SDR = 10 log10
‖starget‖2
‖einterf + eartif‖2 (6.19)
(2) Source-to-Interference Ratio
SIR = 10 log10
‖starget‖2
‖einterf‖2 (6.20)
(3) Source-to-Artifacts Ratio
SAR = 10 log10
‖starget + einterf‖2
‖eartif‖2 . (6.21)
The previously three metrics are calculated in the time-domain. Therefore,
because of possible cancellations between signals, they work best when the
separated signals are phase-aligned to the original source signals for optimum
results. However, the human ear is only sensitive to phase difference, not
absolute phase. The metric used for frequency-domain error is:
(4) Magnitude Spectrogram Signal-to-Error Ratio
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SER = 10 log10
∑
m
∑
k
|S[k,m]|2∑
m
∑
k
(|Sˆ[k,m]| − |S[k,m]|)2
, (6.22)
where |S[k,m]| and |ˆS[k,m]| are the source and the estimated-source mag-
nitude spectrograms.
6.5 Source Separation Experiments
6.5.1 Datasets
6.5.1.1 RWC dataset
The RWC musical instrument dataset [24] was used for both multiple instru-
ment pitch tracking and source separation experiments. This dataset consists
of note samples from a variety of instruments played with different dynam-
ics and articulations by three different players. Two players were used for
training, and the third was used for the test phase. Seven instruments were
chosen from the RWC dataset, alto saxophone, bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe,
and violin. For each polyphony from duet to quintet, 1000 note samples were
chosen randomly from each instrument for a particular player. Samples were
then mixed starting 200 milliseconds after their onset time for a duration of
1.16 seconds (100 frames for a hop size of 11.6 milliseconds).
6.5.1.2 Woodwind quintet dataset
A continuous-audio woodwind quintet recording was produced by five musi-
cians (four faculty and one graduate student) at the School of Music of the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The recording is of the fifth
variation from “Variations” transcribed by A. J. Andraud [62] from what
was originally the String Quartet Op.18, No.5 by L. van Beethoven. Each
part was recorded on a separate track while the performer was listening to
the other parts (recorded in a previous session) through headphones [63, 64].
This piece is highly contrapuntal in that no instrument dominates the
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others and each instrument simultaneously plays a different variation of the
principal melody. Also, instruments are not guaranteed to be active all the
time.
Five 30-sec sections were chosen from each of the piece’s main sections.
For each section, instruments are mixed from duo to quintet resulting in four
test clips for each section.
6.5.1.3 F0 data
For most of the experiments described below, F0-vs-time data was used to
aid separation of the sources. This data was obtained by processing the solo
instrument files by a reliable F0-detector program. Several such programs
are available, but the one that seems to be the most robust and is used for
this author’s experiments is contained within the Praat phonetics package
[95]. The output of this program, with appropriate edits, is deemed “ground-
truth.”
However, in one case the hierarchical multiple F0 tracking method de-
scribed in Chapter 5 was used to produce estimated F0s. While this method
is not as accurate as the Praat method applied to solo tracks, its advantage
is that it is designed to track individual F0s from mixtures and does not
require knowledge of the individual F0 tracks.
6.5.2 Separation experiment on random RWC note mixtures
from RWC using the hierarchical method without prior
F0s
6.5.2.1 Experiment setup
The system was trained to determine 30 basis spectra for each pitch of each
instrument using note samples from two players from the RWC dataset that
were not used in creating the test set. Training was done by using NMF with
KL divergence on the magnitude STFT.
Separated sources were estimated using the proposed hierarchical method.
Sparsity constraints as described in Section 3.4.2.1 were enforced on pitch
and instrument probabilities in the EM iterations.
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6.5.2.2 Results
The SDR, SIR, SAR, and SER metrics were calculated as described in Section
6.4. Results are shown in Table 6.1
Table 6.1: Average performances of the proposed method on 1000 random
mixtures for each polyphony for the experiment in Section 6.5.2.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 11.45 5.13 0.66 -3.06 3.55
SIR (dB) 20.52 13.08 7.41 2.37 10.84
SAR (dB) 17.59 11.90 8.55 6.68 11.18
SER (dB) 11.36 5.01 1.03 -1.67 3.93
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.1 can be seen in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Bar plot of average performances of the proposed method for
1000 random mixtures for each polyphony constructed from the RWC
dataset for the experiment in Section 6.5.2.
Histograms of the SERs for each estimated source can be seen in Figure
6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Histograms of the SERs for each estimated source track in 1000
random mixtures for each polyphony (duet, trio, quartet, and quintet) for
the experiment in Section 6.5.2.
6.5.3 Separation experiment on real-world recordings using
the hierarchical method without prior F0s, with sparsity
constraints, training on the RWC dataset
6.5.3.1 Experiment setup
The system was trained on the RWC dataset. For each pitch of each in-
strument, 30 basis vectors were estimated from 27 samples from the RWC
dataset. The samples included three different dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte),
three different articulations (normal, vibrato, staccato), and three different
players. NMF with KL divergence was used on the STFT magnitude spectra.
Woodwind quintet sources were estimated using the proposed hierarchical
method with sparsity constraints but without the continuity constraint.
6.5.3.2 Results
The average separation performance across each polyphony is shown in Table
6.2.
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Table 6.2: Average separation performances for the hierarchical method
tested on five 30-sec clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 6.5.3.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 2.44 -2.27 -3.91 -5.82 -2.39
SIR (dB) 7.07 2.62 -0.84 -2.65 1.55
SAR (dB) 7.70 3.97 3.42 2.76 4.46
SER (dB) 3.26 0.08 -0.32 -1.12 0.47
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.2 is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Bar plot of the average performances of the proposed method
tested on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 6.5.3.
Histograms of the SERs for each estimated source can be seen in Figure
6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Histograms of the SERs for each source for each polyphony
taken from the woodwind quintet recording for the experiment in Section
6.5.3.
6.5.4 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical method without prior F0s, with sparsity
and continuity constraints, training with the RWC
dataset
6.5.4.1 Experiment setup
The system was trained on RWC dataset. For each pitch of each instrument,
30 basis vectors were estimated from 27 samples from the RWC dataset.
The samples included three different dynamics (piano, mezzo, forte), three
different articulations (normal, vibrato, staccato), and three different players.
NMF with KL divergence was used on the STFT magnitude spectra.
The woodwind quintet sources (bassoon, horn, clarinet, oboe, and flute)
were separated using the proposed hierarchical method with sparsity and
continuity constraints.
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6.5.4.2 Results
The average performances across each polyphony can be seen in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Average performance of a hierarchical method without F0 priors
tested on five clips for each polyphony from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 6.5.4.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 1.87 -2.42 -4.28 -6.16 -2.75
SIR (dB) 8.14 3.65 -0.49 -2.39 2.23
SAR (dB) 5.60 2.81 2.26 1.76 3.11
SER (dB) 3.31 0.46 -0.26 -1.04 0.62
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.3 can be seen in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Bar plot of average performances of the proposed method tested
on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet recording
for the experiment in Section 6.5.4.
Histograms of SERs for each estimated source can be seen in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Histograms of the SERs of each source for the five clips of each
polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet recording for the experiment
in Section 6.5.4.
6.5.5 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical method without prior F0s, with sparsity
constraints, training on similar data
6.5.5.1 Experiment setup
30-sec clips were taken from five different sections of the woodwind quintet
recording. The system was trained on the remaining parts of the sections.
Frames having the same approximate pitch were grouped together. Ten basis
spectra were then learned for each pitch using NMF with KL divergence on
the magnitude STFT spectra.
Separated sources were estimated using the proposed hierarchical method
with the sparsity constraints.
6.5.5.2 Results
The average performances across each polyphony are shown in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Average performances of a hierarchical method tested on five
clips for each polyphony from the woodwind quintet recording for the
experiment in Section 6.5.5.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 4.49 -0.53 -0.62 -1.84 0.37
SIR (dB) 18.18 11.03 7.28 6.58 10.77
SAR (dB) 5.41 1.28 2.72 1.41 2.71
SER (dB) 4.62 -0.25 0.54 -0.75 1.04
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.3 can be seen in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Bar plot of the average performances of the hierarchical method
tested on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet
recording for the experiment in Section 6.5.5.
Histograms of SERs for each estimated source are shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Histograms of SERs for each source based on five clips for each
polyphony constructed from the woodwind quintet recording for the
experiment in Section 6.5.5.
6.5.6 Experiment on real-world recordings using the
hierarchical method without prior F0s, with sparsity
and continuity constraints, training on similar data
6.5.6.1 Experiment setup
30-sec clips were taken from five different sections of the woodwind quintet
recording. The system was trained on the remaining parts of each section.
Frames from having the same approximate were grouped together. Ten basis
spectra were learned for each pitch using NMF with KL divergence on the
magnitude STFT spectra.
Separated sources were estimated using the proposed hierarchical method
with sparsity and continuity constraints.
6.5.6.2 Results
Average performances across each polyphony can be seen in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Average performances of the hierarchical method tested on five
clips for each polyphony from the woodwind quintet recording for the
experiment in Section 6.5.6.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 4.56 -0.83 -0.56 -1.91 0.31
SIR (dB) 18.80 11.60 7.85 7.04 11.32
SAR (dB) 5.26 0.97 2.59 1.17 2.50
SER (dB) 4.78 -0.06 0.68 -0.67 1.18
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.5 is shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Bar plot of average performances of the proposed hierarchical
method tested on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind
quintet recording for the experiment in Section 6.5.6.
Histograms of SERs of each estimated source can be seen in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Histograms of SERs for each source of five clips for each
polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet recording for the experiment
in Section 6.5.6.
6.5.7 Experiment on RWC random note mixtures using
ground-truth prior F0s, trained on similar spectral data
6.5.7.1 Experiment setup
For this experiment, ground-truth F0s were used. The system was tested
on 1000 random-note mixtures of polyphonies 2 – 5 from the RWC dataset
performed by one player on each instrument, and it was trained on data
from the other two players. The difference in training from the previous
experiments is that this time the system was trained on harmonic amplitudes
of spectral peaks (using the sinusoidal model) instead of magnitude STFTs.
Again, 27 samples for each pitch of each instrument were used. Then 30 basis
harmonic amplitude spectra were learned for each pitch of each instrument.
In this and the following experiments, the F0-informed NMF method de-
scribed in Section 6.3.2 was used for source separation.
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6.5.7.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6: Average performance of the F0-informed NMF method tested on
1000 clips for each polyphony from the RWC dataset for the experiment in
Section 6.5.7.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 20.03 16.27 13.57 11.82 15.42
SIR (dB) 40.22 31.05 25.60 22.35 29.81
SAR (dB) 20.81 17.29 14.87 13.40 16.59
SER (dB) 24.86 21.30 18.96 17.66 20.69
The bar plot corresponding to Table 6.6 can be seen in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Bar plot of the average performances of the F0-informed NMF
method tested on 1000 clips of each polyphony from the RWC dataset for
the experiment in Section 6.5.7.
Histograms of the SERs of each estimated source can be seen in Figure
6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Histogram of SERs of each source of the 1000 clips for each
polyphony constructed from the RWC dataset for the experiment in Section
6.5.7.
6.5.8 Experiment on real-world recordings using ground-truth
prior F0s, trained on the RWC dataset
6.5.8.1 Experiment setup
In this and the following experiments, the F0-informed NMF source separa-
tion technique described in Section 6.3.2 was used. For this experiment, the
ground-truth F0s are used. The system was tested on the WWQ dataset and
trained on the RWC dataset. The difference in training from the previous
experiments is that this time the system was trained on harmonic amplitudes
of spectral peaks (based on the sinusoidal model) as opposed to magnitude
STFTs. Again 27 samples for each pitch of each instrument were used. Then
30 harmonic amplitude basis spectra were learned for each pitch of each in-
strument.
6.5.8.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony can be seen in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7: Average performance of the method tested on five clips for each
polyphony from the woodwind quintet recording, trained on RWC spectral
data for the experiment in Section 6.5.8.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 14.34 10.60 8.80 5.58 9.83
SIR (dB) 29.49 24.03 23.94 22.55 25.00
SAR (dB) 14.59 10.98 9.13 5.97 10.17
SER (dB) 18.24 15.13 12.65 8.20 13.56
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.7 can be seen in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Bar plot of the average performances of the F0-informed NMF
method tested on five clips for each polyphony from the woodwind quintet
recording, trained on RWC spectral data for the experiment in Section
6.5.8.
Histograms of SERs for each estimated source can be seen in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Histograms of the SERs for each source from five clips for each
polyphony constructed from the woodwind quintet recording, trained on
RWC spectral data for the experiment in Section 6.5.8.
6.5.9 Experiment on real-world recordings using ground-truth
prior F0s, trained on similar spectral data
6.5.9.1 Experiment setup
The F0-informed NMF source separation method in Section 6.3.2 was used
with ground-truth F0s and with the system trained on the other half of each
section of the WWQ recording. Ten basis harmonic amplitude spectra were
learned for each pitch of each of the five instruments.
6.5.9.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony is shown in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8: Average performances of the F0-informed NMF method tested
on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet
recording, using ground-truth F0s and trained on similar spectral data for
the experiment in Section 6.5.9.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 14.33 10.64 8.41 6.60 10.00
SIR (dB) 29.47 24.04 22.54 21.66 24.43
SAR (dB) 14.58 11.03 8.79 6.95 10.34
SER (dB) 18.28 15.25 13.00 10.53 14.26
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.8 can be seen in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Bar plot of the average performances of the F0-informed NMF
method tested on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind
quintet recording, using ground-truth F0s and trained on similar spectral
data for the experiment in Section 6.5.9.
Histograms of SERs of each estimated source can be seen in Figures 6.16,
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Figure 6.16: Histograms of the SERs for each source of five clips for each
polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet recording, using ground-truth
F0s and trained on similar spectral data for the experiment in Section 6.5.9.
6.5.10 Experiment on real-world recordings using estimated
F0 priors, trained on similar spectral data
6.5.10.1 Experiment setup
The F0-informed NMF source separation method of Section 6.3.2 was used
with F0s estimated by the proposed method described in Chapter 5 and with
the system trained on the other half of each section of the WWQ recording.
Ten harmonic amplitude basis spectra were learned for each pitch of each
instrument.
6.5.10.2 Results
Average performances across each polyphony can be seen in Table 6.9.
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Table 6.9: Average performances of the F0-informed NMF method tested
on five clips for each polyphony from the woodwind quintet recording,
using estimated F0s and trained on similar spectral data for the experiment
in Section 6.5.10.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 13.69 8.80 6.47 5.54 8.62
SIR (dB) 29.40 21.93 19.77 19.30 22.60
SAR (dB) 13.92 9.26 6.91 5.94 9.01
SER (dB) 17.15 11.86 9.65 8.55 11.80
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.9 is shown in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: Bar plot of the average performances of the F0-informed NMF
method tested on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind
quintet recording, trained on similar spectral data for the experiment in
Section 6.5.10.
Histograms of SERs of each estimated source can be seen in Figures 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: Histogram of SERs of each source of the five clips for each
polyphony from duet to quintet from the woodwind quintet recording,
using estimated F0s and trained on similar data for the experiment in
Section 6.5.10.
6.5.11 Experiment on real-world recordings using
ground-truth prior F0s, trained on the RWC dataset
using a K-means algorithm with Euclidean distance
6.5.11.1 Experiment setup
In this experiment, the F0-informed NMF source separation method de-
scribed in Section 6.3.2 was used with ground-truth F0s. However, the differ-
ence from previous experiments is that the system was trained on the RWC
dataset using a K-means clustering algorithm [25] on the harmonic ampli-
tude vectors for each note from 27 different samples using Euclidean distance.
Thirty spectral centroid specta were learned as basis vectors.
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6.5.11.2 Results
The average performance across each polyphony is shown in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10: Average performances of the F0-informed NMF method tested
on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet
recording, using ground-truth F0s and trained on similar spectral data for
the experiment in Section 6.5.11.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 14.29 10.60 8.38 6.60 9.97
SIR (dB) 29.43 24.01 22.52 21.65 24.40
SAR (dB) 14.54 10.98 8.76 6.95 10.31
SER (dB) 18.18 15.13 12.90 10.48 14.17
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.10 can be seen in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Bar plot of the average performances of the F0-informed NMF
method tested on five clips for each polyphony taken from the woodwind
quintet recording, using ground-truth F0s and trained on RWC spectral
data using K-means clustering for the experiment in Section 6.5.11.
Histograms of SERs of each estimated source can be seen in Figures 6.20,
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Figure 6.20: Histograms of the SERs for each source of five clips for each
polyphony taken from the woodwind quintet recording, using ground-truth
F0s and trained on RWC spectral data using K-means clustering for the
experiment in Section 6.5.11.
K-means with cosine distance was also tested, and the resulting system
achieved almost an identical performance as the version using Euclidean dis-
tance.
6.5.12 Experiments on a small segment from a real-world trio
using ground-truth prior F0s, trained on the RWC
dataset using the NMF algorithm
6.5.12.1 Experiment setup
The F0-informed NMF source separation method described in Section 6.3.2
was used with ground-truth F0s. The system was trained using NMF to learn
30 basis vectors from RWC dataset. A short trio passage was constructed
by combining three unrelated five seconds clips: clarinet and saxophone solo
excerpts were clipped from a jazz CD [96] and an excerpt was taken from a
trombone solo recording from Mozart’s Requiem done in the anechoic cham-
ber at the University of Iowa by Professor Jay Bulen (Truman State Univer-
sity). This trio passage was used by the author for his very first experiments
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in music sound source separation in 2005-2006 [28].
Experiments were performed for two duets and one trio example.
6.5.12.2 Results
The average performances across each polyphony are shown in Tables 6.11,
6.12, 6.13, and 6.14.
Table 6.11: Separation performance of the method for a duet mixture of
clarinet and trombone for the experiment in Section 6.5.12.
SDR (dB) SIR (dB) SAR (dB) SER (dB)
Clarinet 10.89 25.46 11.06 14.09
Trombone 15.16 29.70 15.32 18.94
Average 13.03 27.58 13.19 16.51
Table 6.12: Separation performance of the method for a duet mixture of
saxophone and clarinet for the experiment in Section 6.5.12.
SDR (dB) SIR (dB) SAR (dB) SER (dB)
Saxophone 13.10 34.44 13.13 15.07
Clarinet 13.44 31.56 13.51 15.87
Average 13.27 33.00 13.32 15.47
Table 6.13: Separation performance of the method for a duet mixture of
saxophone and trombone for the experiment in Section 6.5.12.
SDR (dB) SIR (dB) SAR (dB) SER (dB)
Saxophone 9.04 22.02 9.29 12.72
Trombone 10.93 19.44 11.64 17.26
Average 9.99 20.73 10.47 14.99
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Table 6.14: Separation performance of the method for a trio mixture of
saxophone, clarinet, and trombone for the experiment in Section 6.5.12.
SDR (dB) SIR (dB) SAR (dB) SER (dB)
Saxophone 8.52 22.09 8.74 12.46
Clarinet 10.05 24.68 10.21 13.73
Trombone 9.13 18.93 9.67 14.29
Average 9.23 21.90 9.54 13.49
6.5.13 Experiment on real-world recordings using
ground-truth F0s with common amplitude modulation
6.5.13.1 Experiment setup
This experiment was done in order to compare the proposed method with
a prior state-of-the-art F0-informed source separation method. Matlab code
for the method was graciously provided by its author, Yiping Li. The com-
mon amplitude modulation (CAM) method was developed by Li and Wang
[71] to resolve overlapped harmonics for an F0-informed source-separation
project. The method attempts to repair the overlapped harmonic tracks by
having them mimic a prominent non-overlapped harmonic’s amplitude-vs.-
time envelope. The assumption is that all harmonic tracks are scaled versions
of each other and thus share a common amplitude modulation. Scale factors
between tracks are estimated using a least-squares method. An important
advantage of this method is that it does not require a spectral library.
For tests on the woodwind quintet, the CAM method unfortunately failed
for the quartet and quintet polyphonies, probably due to its inability to
find adequate non-overlapped harmonic track regions to anchor the over-
lapped tracks. Nevertheless, we present its results on duets and trios from
the woodwind quintet recording.
6.5.13.2 Results
Average performances for duet and trio polyphonies are shown in Table 6.15.
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Table 6.15: Average performances of the CAM method tested on five clips
for duets and trios from the woodwind quintet recording, using
ground-truth F0s for the experiment in Section 6.5.13.
Duet Trio Quartet Quintet Average
SDR (dB) 11.67 6.39 N/A N/A N/A
SIR (dB) 44.17 33.55 N/A N/A N/A
SAR (dB) 11.69 6.43 N/A N/A N/A
SER (dB) 13.33 7.80 N/A N/A N/A
A bar plot corresponding to Table 6.15 can be seen in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21: Bar plot of average performances of the F0-informed CAM
method tested on five clips for duets and trios from the woodwind quintet
recording, using ground-truth F0s for the experiment in Section 6.5.13.
Note that this method produces strikingly high values of the SIR metric.
This is because if the CAM method manages to find an uncorrupted harmonic
amplitude-vs.-time envelope and can deduce the necessary amplitude ratios,
it can reduce interference from other sources by copying that envelope to
the other harmonics. However, this assumes that all harmonic amplitude
envelopes have the same shape, which is not necessarily true. Histograms of
SERs for each estimated source can be seen in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: Histograms of SERs of each source of the five clips for duets
and trios from the woodwind quintet recording using ground-truth F0s for
the experiment in Section 6.5.13.
6.6 Discussion
A summary of various experiment settings and corresponding SERs are shown
in Table 6.16.
Table 6.16: Summary of various experiments setting and their SERs.
Test
Set
Train-
ing
Set
Signal
Rep.
Sparsity Cont. Ground
truth
F0s
Esti-
mated
F0s
SER
(dB)
Range
Average
SER
(dB)
RWC RWC |STFT| Y N N N/A -1.67 - 11.36 3.93
WWQ RWC |STFT| Y N N N/A -1.12 - 3.26 0.47
WWQ RWC |STFT| Y Y N N/A -1.04 - 3.31 0.62
WWQ WWQ |STFT| Y N N N/A -0.75 - 4.62 1.04
WWQ WWQ |STFT| Y Y N N/A -0.67 - 4.78 1.18
RWC RWC Sinusoidal N/A N/A Y N 17.66 - 24.86 20.69
WWQ RWC Sinusoidal N/A N/A Y N 8.2 - 18.24 13.56
WWQ WWQ Sinusoidal N/A N/A Y N 10.53 - 18.28 14.26
WWQ WWQ Sinusoidal Y Y N Y 8.55 - 17.15 11.8
Looking at the results, it is quite evident that, as expected, the F0-
informed source-separation methods achieve much higher SERs than sep-
aration methods that use the hierarchical model without prior F0s. Because
F0-informed methods reduce the library search space to only those pitches
that are active in the mixture, source reconstruction becomes more accurate
than when the entire spectral library for all instruments is used. Another ad-
vantage of F0-informed methods is that they allow energy in the uncorrupted
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harmonics of the original signal to pass through and only attempt to repair
significantly corrupted harmonics. This way, library-mismatch effects are re-
duced and the original signal suffers minimal alteration. Even though it is
difficult to obtain ground-truth F0s in practical multiple-source applications,
if similar spectral training data is available, the hierarchical method can be
used to estimate them. For the WWQ examples, separation using estimated
F0s resulted in an average SER of 11.8 dB, which was only about 2.5 dB less
than the average when ground-truth F0s were used. The performance of the
system was almost identical if the NMF training was applied with K-means
clustering.
The hierarchical method performed reasonably well for source separation
on RWC test set duets and trios, but performance decreased significantly for
quartets and quintets, resulting in an average SER of only 3.9 dB. However,
the F0-guided method achieved a very high average SER (20.7 dB) on the
same dataset.
A prior state-of-the-art F0-informed common amplitude modulation (CAM)
source-separation method developed by Li et al. [71] performed 13.3 and 7.8
dB SER for duets and trios using ground-truth F0s, but this method was not
able to produce results for quartet and quintet recordings. It did, however,
produce striking results for the SIR metric for duets and trios, scoring above
30 dB.
For the duets and trios, the proposed library-based F0-informed method
performed 17.2 and 11.9 dB SER with estimated F0s, trained on similar data;
performed 18.2 and 15.1 dB SER with ground-truth F0s, trained on RWC
data; and finally performed 18.3 and 15.3 dB SER with ground-truth F0s,
trained on similar data.
6.7 Conclusions
The source separation problem was addressed using the proposed decom-
position methods with spectral libraries and using F0s to guide the source
separation. For the RWC single-tone mixture test set, good separation was
achieved using the F0-guided NMF source-separation method using RWC
spectral training with ground-truth F0s. For the continuous-audio wood-
wind quintet test set, good separation was achieved using the F0-guided
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NMF source-separation method trained with either similar WWQ or RWC
spectral data and using either ground-truth F0s or F0s estimated by the pro-
posed multiple F0 estimation algorithm. Using the SER metric for compari-
son, results for the woodwind quintet showed that the current best method
out-performed a prior state-of-the-art method (common amplitude modula-
tion) on duets and trios by 5 and 7.5 dB, respectively.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation has attempted to address the multiple pitch tracking and
monaural source separation problems. A hierarchical probabilistic model
was proposed as an extension of probabilistic latent component analysis to
solve the pitch-tracking problem. A pitch-informed NMF-based method was
proposed to solve the source separation problem. Both methods were trained
on spectra from representative instruments in advance.
Chapter 2 reviewed several analysis/synthesis techniques that were used
in this dissertation. The short-time Fourier transform (STFT), the overlap-
add synthesis method, sinusoidal peak picking, and amplitude and frequency
refinement techniques were reviewed and discussed.
Chapter 3 started by reviewing two decomposition methods: NMF and
PLCA. A probabilistic model that mimics the production of music was in-
troduced. Its parameters, instrument, pitch, and basis vector distributions,
were estimated using the EM algorithm. Sparsity priors were used on instru-
ment and pitch distributions. To enforce continuity, the pitch distributions
were rescaled in each EM iteration to penalize large deviations.
Chapter 4 established a process for creating instrument libraries using the
NMF and PLCA methods. Spectral basis vectors were learned for each pitch
of each instrument to form a spectral pitch dictionary for a particular pitch
of an instrument. Pitch dictionaries were then combined for each particular
instrument to form the instrument library for that instrument.
Chapter 5 reviewed previous research on multiple-pitch estimation and
tracking. The proposed extended PLCA model was revisited, and its appli-
cation in multiple pitch tracking was discussed. An HMM post-processing
method was discussed to estimate the most likely pitch tracks. The method
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was then tested extensively using RWC and woodwind quintet datasets with
various different settings.
Chapter 6 reviewed previous work on monaural source separation. First,
the proposed model was applied to the source separation problem as a soft bi-
nary mask on the mixture spectra. Second, an F0-informed harmonic source
separation method was introduced. Overlapped harmonics were repaired us-
ing NMF reconstructions, and an adaptive overlap estimation method was
established to allow non-overlapped harmonics to pass through. Both meth-
ods were tested extensively on RWC and woodwind quintet datasets.
Although multiple pitch estimation is a well-studied research area, the
multiple pitch tracking problem has not been attempted by many researchers
in the past. Pitch tracking offers important information that can be used in
various music information retrieval tasks.
A probabilistic model was developed in this dissertation as an extension
of PLCA to solve the multiple pitch tracking problem. The method out-
performed the only other state-of-the-art multiple pitch-tracking algorithm
that was submitted to MIREX. It also outperformed the MIREX state-of-
the-art multiple-pitch estimation method when trained on similar data and
performed reasonably well when trained on different data. There were two
reasons for huge performance increase when using a similar library. The first
one is that the RWC dataset is not a good representative of the sound sources
in the woodwind quintet recording. The other one is that when libraries are
trained on similar data, the number of pitch candidates in the library are
significantly reduced, as opposed to the excessive range covered by the RWC
dataset. Although, the methods to enforce continuity did not improve the
overall performance very much, they produced much more musically reason-
able results as can be seen from pitch track plots in Chapter 5.
The source separation problem was approached by the proposed probabilis-
tic model together with an F0-informed harmonic source separation method.
Without the F0-vs.-time prior, the proposed probabilistic method performed
poorly for the source separation problem. Since the parameters of the model
were estimated to approximate the total mixture spectrum, not individual
sources, the separated sources were not guaranteed to approximate the orig-
inal sources well enough.
The F0-informed separation method achieved very lower error rates in
terms of high SDRs and SERs using either different training data (i.e., RWC)
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or similar training data. This shows that the F0-informed source separation
method is robust with respect to using different libraries. This is mainly
because of the adaptive overlap estimation technique employed in the method
where only the severely corrupted harmonics were reconstructed from the
library and the rest of them are passed through. The F0-informed method
developed for this dissertation outperformed a state-of-the-art pitch-informed
source separation method using common amplitude modulation. In addition,
estimated pitches obtained from the extended PLCA method described in
Chapter 5 were used for F0-informed source separation, and the results were
only 2.5 dB less than the result using ground-truth F0s.
7.2 Future Research
The work presented in this dissertation is a part of ongoing effort for multiple-
pitch tracking and source separation. The probabilistic model for multiple-
pitch tracking can be improved in several ways. Currently, the model is
frame-based. Continuity is enforced through rescaling of the distributions or
HMM post-processing based on pitch candidates of previous and next frames.
A random variable for time could be introduced to the PLCA formulation
to make the decomposition symmetric with respect to both frequency and
time. Continuity priors can then be used on the time component.
The transition matrix used for both rescaling the pitch distributions in
EM iterations or HMM post-processing can be learned from the analysis
of scores instead of using a fixed formula that penalizes large deviations in
frequency. MIDI scores can be analyzed to estimate the distributions of mu-
sically meaningful intervals. Transition probabilities can then be estimated
based on the key of the music being performed. For example, for a piece in a
minor scale, a minor-third transition may be more likely than a major third.
This method would require key estimation as a preprocess. Once the key of
the piece is established, a transition matrix for a particular key would guide
F0 estimation and could greatly reduce the search space for F0 candidates.
Another method that might improve the probabilistic model is to not keep
the spectral basis vectors fixed but use them as priors and re-estimate them
inside the EM iterations. This way, the library spectra can be updated to
better represent the input sources spectra. This will yield better results
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especially for source separation using the probabilistic model.
A great deal of work has been done on audio-to-midi alignment meth-
ods. Midi files are vastly available on the internet. The F0-informed source
separation method can be expanded to use pitches from an audio-to-midi
alignment front-end. This will increase the impact of the system.
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